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Alderman calls for interim busing
Norlli Saanich Aid. Jay Rangel is 
unhappy with the Capital Regional 
District’s planned transit service for the 
iirca, and he wants something done 
about it.
In a March 7 letter to Mayor Norma 
Sealey, chairman of the CRD’s transit 
coinniittce, Rangel requested limited 
interim bus service be provitled for 
North Saanieh until the C'RD's 
proposed transit service is in place ~ 
sometime in January, 1981.
Rangel's proposal would see a bus 
service into Sidney twice a day for three 
days a week. “1 believe our urgent 
requirements would be met by such a 
service,” he said in the letter.
“The solution presented by the Urban 
Transit Authority does not fill me with 
excitement but indeed leaves me 
disappointed as the real requirements of 
the people of North Saanich are not 
being addressed,” he wrote.
Rangel said North Saanich has “very 
modest needs” which in the long term
iire being met by a modest plan “paid 
lor by a far frotn modest levy.”
Hut he said that while North Saanich 
will be charged for the transit service 
starting .April 1, 1980, the service will 
not be provided until January, 1981 at 
the earliest.
“This is hardly an auspicious start to 
our much heralded transit system,” he 
>\'rote.
“The fact is that a real need does exist 
in North Saanich. The need is for 
transportation from such places as Deep 
Cove into Sidney where most of these 
people carry out a variety of errands 
(doctor and dentist visits, banking, 
shopping, library, senior citizens’ 
centre, etc.)”, said Rangel.
Rangel’s proposed interim service 
would make two runs every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday, leaving for 
Sidney at 10 a.m. and returning to 
North Saanich at 2 p.m.
Not only would this permit North 
Saanich residents to carry out a variety 
of their activities at a convenient time.
but the buses would be freed in time to 
operate in the busy, high density core 
area during the i ush hours, Rangel said.
He also suggested this interim service 
would allow planners to “observe and 
research the transit requirements and 
patterns of North Saanich residents 
prior to implementation of the full 
program.
“It would permit alterations to the 
proposed final schedule and would 
ensure a tried and tested system that 
would effectively meet the needs of the 
North Saanich,” he added.
Rangel called the interim service “a 
relatively minor commitment by the 
transit authority”, and said he intends 
to present the proposal at next Mon­
day’s North Saanich council meeting.
“1 am hopeful that you will look 
favourably on this request to provide 
some service to the people of North 
Saanich who are about to pay for 
something they will not receive for 
nearly a full year,” his letter concludes.
Fagan children are elated now that “Macho” is home again. From left: Neil, 8; Shauna, 4; 
Brian-Patrick, 6; and two-year-old Moragh. See story page 3.
in
IS growing
The battle over the extension of Wain 
Road through to Madrona Drive may be 
over, but the war goes on.
Latest incident took place at a recent 
North Saanich council meeting when \ 
Aid. Jay Rangel charged a proposal to 
have the extension funded through the 
local improveinenl initiatives program 
; vyas “a stallingttmtic;; ' ; 
'’T^The' ” program ■ wbuld ■ mean ■: 
: libmeowners along Wain Road would 
pay for the extension.
Rangel also complained about the 
speed with which the propo.sal was 
adopted by council. He told Mayor Eric 
Sherwood he did not have sufficient 
time to comment on the proposal, which 
came as a recommendation from 
Committee A,
Sherwood apologized, hut said 
Rangel shotiUI have realized comment 
could have been made.
Aid, Jim Cumming agreed with 
Rangel about the stalling tactic. “This 
tends to be a method to delay,” he said.
However, Sherwood contended the 
decision to have the homeowners pay
for the extension was determined 
“weeks ago”, and should have been 
introduced when council first agreed to 
IheToad. 7 -"'V'
; Sherwood said it had been overlooked 
atthattime./:^' :
The mayor also told council the local 
initiatives plan has been “policy this
Aid; Jay Rangel
council has .had for manyi years”,; and,
charged; if :;was \aA “feasoriable; ap- ^ 
proach”, With “nothing iintoward.”
“It will not delay,” said Sherwood; 
“We’re ju,st trying to save funds, that’s 
aW.". V; ,
Cumming said it has not been council 
policy to fund through the initiatives 
plan on thoroughfares, but Aid. Alan 
Cornford agreed with Sherwood and 
said the move “will have no impact” on 
Ihc road extension.
Council eventually agreed to go ahead 
with the initiatives plan,
In addition, council received three 
letters from Wain Road residents 
prote,sting the extension and another 
letter from a Madrona Drive resident 
thanking council for the move.
Mary Kathleen Ritchie,: 10949 
Madrona,’ said the extension-;; will 
alleviafe ;;“the; hazards ;br our; present ' 
narrow roads.”
However, Patricia Furnell, 399 Wain 
Road, asked council to consider the 
destruction of “a lovely big Dogwobd 
tree and some huge ancient evergreens 
adjacent to R.O. Bull Park.”
She suggested if council is concerned 
about pedestrian safety of Birch Road, 
to build a covered culvert for drainage 
along one side of the road and a proper 
sidewalk over top, -
Meanwhile, Heather Blackmorc, 84<) 
Wain, and John and Joy Craddock, 709 
Wain, expressed concern about Wain 
Road turning into a “speedway” if 
extended through to Madrona.
By
PAT MURPHY
Although discussion of the question 
at Saanich school board was low-key 
Monday night, there was an admission 
of some violence in district schools and 
that the itroblem was growing.
The matter was introdttced by a letter 
from Piirkland .secondary school staff 
which suggested the board formulate a 
policy which could be used in the event 
of violence between pupils or between 
pupil ami teachers.
The letter quotes a passage from an 
Americiiit school journal and staled 
Parklami school agreed.“very strongly” 
with thcsentimenis expressed and urged 
a sirnilarpolicy in Saanich.
The quotation; "After ttttacking a 
teacher or iitiy other inember of your 
group, n violent stttdent should never he 
allowed again inside your classroom, 
Too ol'lcn, after a short absettee, Jhese
students return to the same class and 
return as heroes. They should be 
suspended for longer times and tran­
sferred to other schools.”
Although the letter states that 
violence “in this district might be 
considered almost non-existent” there 
was, it adtnitied a general trend toward 
violent behaviotir attd this was in­
creasing, :
The following exchange look place at 
the conclusion of the discussion and 
after the question had been referred in 
the board's policy committee for 
recommendations,
Frusiee Roy Hyndinan: “Was this 
(|uesiion broiighi about by difficiiliics 
witich tirose in Victoria schools anti 
from lite lack of adetiiialc support given 
leaclters by the Victoria board'.'”
School superinieiideni Don Sinylhj 
“No, not ihal I know. Not Victoria
schools.”
Hyndman; Well, is it tiie result of a 
particular situation?”
Smyth: “Well, yes, it is.”
“The thing that concerns me,” said 
trustee Gerrry Krislianson, “is lhal I 
was under the impression that the Public 
Schools Act and regulations provided 
ways for dealing with this problem. If 
one sets a policy in litis mailer one finds 
lhal every disciplinaiy problem is 
different and that policy, in such cases, 
just doesn’t fit,
“We till recognize that there is a 
growing problem in the district but I 
thought we luul iilreatly suggested ways 
to gel a grip on it - as we have with the 
purblcm of dangeious dings,“
llcfore anything was done, iriislee 
Waller Tangye said, advice should he 
songhi on the legal position of leachcr 
iind siiiileni in iheevcni of violence.
soon
The rrideiil aircraft plant c’ould he 
hack in oporalion as early as next 
Monday, hiil the company's chief 
excculive oll'icer isn't holding his 
hrealh.
The laiesi (level,q’lmcut in the Trident 
case came Moiulay when llerh Gray, 
fedeial indusiry, Irade and commerce 
minisier, said lie expects to present a 
proposal on lesiimplioii of funding lo 
theireasury lmtird Thursday,
Trident has heen closed since early 
Jaiuiary svhcii the foimct t'onseivaiive 
govcrrmieni cm off I'cdctal funding, 
Gray stiid lie is vi’i y much aware of 
the "seriousness" of the siiuallori; iind
reaffirmed the government’,s pledge to 
restore funding.
If the Treasury Board goes along with 
Grtiys’ proposal, Ihc Sidney company 
could he back in operation Monday, 
said chief executive officer Jerry 
Vaverek,
But Vaverek was cautiaus ahoiil 
Gray’s annoimcemenl, adding he will 
wail until il happens.
Earlier in the week. North Saanich 
Aid, Jay Rangel fired off a telegram to 
( liarles l.apoinie, minisier of small 
fnisincss in the new l.iheral government.
A copy of the telegram was also sent
to B,C. Senator Ray I'errault, local 
M.P. Don Munro, and provincial 
representatives,
Rangel’s telegram reminded the 
federal government of its firm com­
mitment to .save Trident, “as well as lo 
acquaint the new minister of this vital 
matter promptly upon his ap­
pointment.”
He also called for Lapointe’s support 
in revitalizing Trident, and pointed out 
Prime Minister IMerre Trudeaii's and 
Senator Ray Pcrrnnlt's assurances of 
early action on federal funds already 
commilted.
SOU
Former Central Saanich recreation 
adminisirator and co-ordinator of 
leisure services Wolfgang Fischer said^ 
Monday his lawyers. Owen Idood, Cox 
and Tuniham, are currently negotiating 
an oul-of-court settlement with the 
munici|inliiy.
T'isclicr, 3h, of .M Malhorotigh Street, 
Victoriii, said liis lawyers are requesting
Vihtfs'f
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insianl reinstatement lo his former job 
or snbsiantial financial compensation,
Flsclier was fired from Itis post Fch, 
12 by Central Saanich cotmcil and 
received one monih’.s pay in lieu of 
notice, rite order was given after an in- 
ciimcra inceling, At lhal lime, Ifischer 
said he might sue the tminicipalily for 
wiongfiil dismissal and seek $2(K),fX)() 
damages.
However, miipicipal director of 
personnel Gay Wheeler has now 
revealed afler discussionwith me that I 
was not fired Inn released, Fischer said, 
adding no lawsuit would he necessary to 
clear his name because"my name was 
not iiiuddicd and there arc no 
allegations of svrongful actions held 
against me,”
But, he said, municipal clerk Fred 
Durrand has refused to give him a 
reference which would also give details 
of his duties and the length of lime he 
was employed by the municipality, from 
June 1970 to January, 1981,).
Fischer r.atd'‘no reason whatsoever”
was given for refusing the referciice,
He said he was taking Ins case to the 
dcparimoni of rmmicipal affairs and the 
I,ahiii Relations Hoard,
Fischer also said his lawyer is 
prepiiting for writ for assanlt cliarges 
witich will he served on one of the 
administrative Iteads of the 
municipality, The assault took place at 
the municipal hall Sept. 26, 1979, he 
said, “Criminal charges were origiiially. 
pressed hut crown cotmsel advised civil 
action,” Fischer said,
When contiictcd, Dnirand wiuild not 
confirm negotiations of the mii of. 
court sett lenient,"I couldn’t really 
an.swci that question.“ lie said,
Wheeler, however, was more for­
thcoming. “I would not term il in that 
pailicniar wav.” he said refnrlm* to ilm 
negoilniibns. “His (Idsciier) lawyer has 
indiettied he should have had more 
compensniion," :
So are you negotiating that?
“Well, wej.urc and we areii’i, It's in 
the hands of our solicitors,”, s'
WusI cousl livirriiig .suiiuir uul ul' IitivC tttiiU buuiid lor VHiictiuvvr run ukiouiiiI uii
Cooper ri'cf near Sidney early Friday inornliig. Mr, and Mm. CScorRc Muse were iininjiired 
but did suffer loss of their IR-ton herring enteh when most of fifdt had to he shovelled 
overboard l»y Icmn of Sidney salvage experts. The 50-fool Lurch received no major hull 
damage wlien she ran aground.
I
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Farmers urged to attend
Sidney-North Saanich 
chamber of commerce will 
meet March 20 at the 
Travelodge. Cocktails 6:30 








o BACK HOE 
WORK 
• CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING 
“No job too large 




The South Saanich Farmers’ Institute 
will hold its annual general meeting 
March 18 at 8 p.m. in the Pavillion Hall 
at the federal Agricultural Research 
Station, 8801 East Saanich Road.
Special gue.st speaker will be a 
member of the B.C. Land Commission 
who will speak on matters relating to the 
Agricultural Land Reserve. A question 
period will follow.
Also on the agenda will be a proposal 
to change the name of the institute to the
Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ Institute, to 
reflect all membership.
A report on the ARDSA study to 
provide water to peninsula farmers will 
be presented. Members will also be 
asked to elect a fresh slate of officers.
“Agriculture is making a comeback in 
this area,” said Garcia, adding he hopes 
because of this the institute will be able 
to attract many new members.
meeting and become members,” he said.
Institute vice-president Art Garcia, 
who is also manager of the Canada 
Farm Labour Pool, said the institute is 
attempting to double its current 
membership of 50.
“We’re inviting all members of the 
agricultural community, people who 
own land in the ALR, people with 
special interests and concerns for 
agriculture, and people who intend to 
become farmers.”
First registered in 1913, SSFI has been 
active since its inception, said Garcia. 
He pointed to its most recent interest — 
bringing piped water to the peninsula. 
“We were the first to support it,” he 
said.
‘They’re all urged to attend the
Now he hopes that with a renewed 
interest and increased membership, the 
agricultural community can have a 
stronger voice on the peninsula.
New NDP club
Saanich and the Island 
NDP Constituency 
Association reported a 
membership increase from 
540 to 830 during its annual 
meeting Saturday at
Keating school.
The following is the new 
executive for the 1980-81 
year. Don Johannessen,. 
president; Mrs. Lea King, 
vice-president, Doug
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Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9 a.m. - 6 P "■ 
Phone Ahead for Faster TaReout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
foi
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 






i lb, A lb..
SMOKED BACON No Nitrate
Enter our Freezer Pack Draw to be Held March 31st.
$|59 S|49
Stewart, 2nd vice-president, 
Peggy Mika, secretary; 
Ellen Campbell, mem­
bership secretary.
Directors at large include 
Fred Callender, Al Carle, 
Gary Beyer, Joan Sheiliker, 
Milton Carter, Bob 
Cameron, John Wozny, 
Murray Rankin, Ian 
Campbell.
President Johannessen 
succeeds Doug Tyre. An 
NDP Club is currently 
being formed in Sidney and 
the group will shortly be 








At Reasonable Pricofl 
-Pick Up-TakoOul
2470 Beacon Ave. 656-ISIi
Countiy Kitchen
Brentwood Shopping Plaza
"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Prices"







THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
T SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Reservations 656-3541
(Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia) 
2349 BEACON AVE. 656-2544
SHVffl’XHBGSRimi









' OPEN FRONtSPllw: DAILY
‘'v-^v^jCLOSEpTUES.):'..: ■ .' .r-
{FormerlyTruman^s Steak House)
2558 Bevan A ye., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
1 hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW ■
Try our famous salad bar





Ttedcon Plaza Ntall ',
'1’2321 Beacon Ave. ;
Sidney
656-4822
ONE GREEN GARMENT 
CLEANED — NO CHARGE
' ..WlTHv::';vvv'..
EVERY DRY CLEANING 
ORDER OVER $2.00
Shaun O'Casey was all dressed In 
green
He was really a sight to be seen 
"This man is crory" some soy 
But it's St. Patrick's Day 
So his outfit was really quite 
keen.
He went to a bar for one drink— 
But after three his nose was quite 
pink
They soy It wos whiskey 
That mode him so frisky 
As he gove every girl o cute 
wink.
He left with friends numbering 
two
For a bowl of some good Irish 
stew
Shaun fell In his meal 
it was a very messy deoi 
But his cleaner knew just what to 
do.
In a day, what once was a mess 
Was cleaned and now nicely 
pressed
The holiday was past 
But Shaun's greens will still last 
Cui BUSY bee’s cleoning is 
always the best!
Gy and Eleanor Relph.
f
When the daffodils are in bloom 
again, -fy Relph solemnly promised his 
customers, yoghurt icecream would be 
on sale once more in his store.
The 50-cent icecream which comes in 
five flavors is a big favorite at the 
Natural Health Food Store on Beacon 
Avenue in Sidney. Cy and his wife 
Eleanor sell gallons of the stuff during 
thesummer.
But when the daffodils showed up in 
gardens and eager customers came
bounding in for their yoghurt icecreams, 
Cy had some explaining to do,.
No ice cream. ■
Friday he blamed it on the 
bureaucrats in Vancouver. Cy buys his 
icecream from Lifestream who in turn, 
import it from the U.S. And the order 
didn’t get past the border because the 
measurement was in gallons and not in 
metric, an infuriated Cy says.
He’s hoping he’ll be able to fix up his 
supply through another channel. ,
.V
(Limit 1 Per Person)
Happy St. Patrick's Day fram 




9776 - 4th St. , Sidney
BeliMUl llie Post Ollice
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH & CHIPS
Breakfast-lunch-dinner 
Open Daily 7:30 AM • 7:30 PM 
Closed Sunday 




BEACON AVE., SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining







5 - 9 p.in.
Closed Mon. G Tues, eve, 
and Sunday Lunch .
Royil Oik Shopping Centre 
UCEN8ED 479-7313
restaurant
Spoclalrilng In Chinoso 
S Canadian Food
FOR GOUNCIL .7
A reminder to members of Sidney-North Saanich 
Garden Club — and interested gardeners. The club 
plans a rose pruning demonstration by Bob Jackson at 2 ' 
p.m. March 15 at 8662 Llewellyn Place.
The club’s regular monthly meeting will be held 7:30 
p.m. March 17 in Margaret Vaughan-Birch Hall on 4th 
Street. Subject for discussion — balcony gardening and 
indoor plants — will be conducted by Kay Ransom, 
Victoria Horticulture Society.
The talk will be followed by a social time and refresh­
ments.
The club’s spring garden show is all set for April 19 
and 20. All gardeners are welcome to display in this 
show, so get ready, says the club’s publicity chairman 
W.J. (Bill) Boyd.
OPEN: MON.-tHURS. 4“ • MIDNIGHT 
FRI. Sal. 4“ • I'" a.m, 
SUNDAY 4“ • 8* p.m.
D(;livi:iv wiih iniiumiini inrin
2493 Beacon Ave, 656-3944
■r'
EAT ID on Tm OUT
ex
HAMBlinffERS - FISH & CHIPS 
-ICECREAM 
Fat - i’hniie in ■ Take oul
of tho X-Rood AAf. Nowton 
ft Eait Saanich 
652-9313
fClUROtRKING








VOTE lor inc and I will work 
lor you t)M Gcnlral Saanich ('.ouiui!- 
I am a -scH-cmifloyed owner ol 
(l,VV.O- Renlals lad., and a resideni 






Due to repairs to the dock wingwalls at the 
Saturna berth, vehicle and passenger ser­








Oprm Dolly flillO o.m, lo 4.00 p m
6S6-2398
V«)li<4iliSl-.l(ln«y
•ciiicKiN •runs •iiunGiinR 





<1)0 - TilOp.m. 
tunilay4iM< TiDOp.m- 
Clotari Montloy
9«()7.4lh SI., Sidney 
656-6722 takeout
If elected I will encourage ihe developineni ol' Kealing Industrial area lor 
ihe I'olUfwing reasons:
Whore to teko your visitors I friends
New industrial growth will |)rovide Central Saanich witliopportunity and 
W/o/rc I'orTniure grhwth.
New lax revenue Irom ihe industrial area will ease the jiressure on le- 
sideniial developineni Tor lax revenue |)nr))oses only, resnlling in (inalily 
developineni lor ('eniral Saanich,
I'he creation oT new jobs in the area will olTer o|)poriunity Tor young 
people.
Monday, March 17 to 
Thursday, March 20 inclusive.
Monday, March 24 to 
Thursday, March 27 Inclusive.
Monday8-<A// Saturna sailings will be can- 
CBlIed except the 5:35 am from Swartz Bay 
and thoB'AO am from Saturna.
Tuesdays and Wodnesdays-A// Saturna 
sailings will bo cancolled.
Thursdays-/!// Saturna sailings wilt be can­
celled except the 7:45 pm from Swartz Bay 
and the ^0:00 pm from Saturna.
Normal schedules will be In effect on all 
other days.
■M)
AKDMOKI': fJOI.I' COURSE, 930 Ardnmre Or. & WchI Suiinicli Raiul, Sldiu'y
A CLwy 9-tuYk‘r, uleat for families. Heamiful scenery and special twilliglu rates for 9 hole 
game, Clubs and carl rentals -- picnic and barlYCciie facilities-- swimminH bench. Phone 
OiiO-dOll.
Kealing Iiulnsirial nevelojnnem wi 
(lie wltole peninsula.
help creale a sonml economic base I'or
FOOT PASSENGERS ONLY-Wafer taxi ser­
vice will be provided between Swaiiz Bay 


















IIRENTWOOD INN, 7(72 llrcnfwood l»rlvt>, llrctHwood. 652-240.
.'I mkl''Hi\(RllklNN, furiU'T Ml. Ni'vncm X Umulsand F.ivif Saanloh Rd.
Relax by the fire and listen to live entertainment while playing Chess, Cribbage.Checkeni, 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
ir elected I w'ill iilso work hard to: ,
A t'.onirol giinvih nl guteiinneiH dod red tape;
« Seek solnlions to v;indalism by nfeansol'youth adivlties and recreation.
Lv Swartz Day 4:30 pm 4:30 pm 4:30 pm 
Ar SATURNA 5:05 5:05 5:05
'1 UAV(<(.dl)C»l:.,i21S0 IltAikUn Ayt,'Lihlnty, '■( (76
FonitlcN Place every Friday and .Saturday nlgld 9 - 2 a.m., dance to the music of tlic 50 s 




S(VLMONTISIIINC;, Boat Rental, Guided rislilnft Trips (all inclnrivf) bamily 
in the proiccted Saanlclt Inlet. itUKNTWOOD IJdAT nENTAI.S at the Ferrj 
Breniwood Bay. Phom(652>tOI4,
fishing
rry Dock, pie a.St
For .snund iudgment, honesiy and hard work, 
eli t i me lu work Tor yon oti Central Saanich (’oimcii.
For Inlortnation plmo;
ViCYORIA'~3nfi.3431 Qt II FIRI. AMnB-«2fl-322J!
6ch«(tuun Luniott to chdtio* wiiscnit noiifti






Support local hospital, 
says Mayor Sealey
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS 11 - 9
Know something about 
running a museum? If so, 
you could be the answer to 
one of Sidney council’s, 
problems.
Council was informed 
Monday night the present 
co-ordinator of the museum 
will be quitting shortly and 
a volunteer co-ordinator is 
needed immediately.
Council decided to 
advertise locally for another 
volunteer.
from George Cameron, 
114? Quadra Street, in 
support of the fight to keep 
obstetrics at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
Sealey commented, 
“This is the kind of support 
that is going to make the 
difference.’’ It is important 
that peninsula people know
what is happening and get 
out and support the local 
hospital, she said.
•A motion to have teams 
using the lacrosse box on 
Resthaven Drive place a 
damage deposit before each 
game was sent back to 




It’s the type of story Walt Disney would have | 
snapped lip in a second. A young family dog, the pride | 
and joy of four children, breaks off his rope in the | 
backyard and goes missing for five days. |
After 48 hours of waiting, an increasingly anxious | 
mother finally decides to take matters into her own | 
hands and enlists the support of the entire community. | 
Everyone — merchants, neighbours, even the local '| 
garbage men and truck drivers — pitch in and agree to | 
keep an eye out for the missing dog. |
Finally, after a lot of hard work and door-knocking, | 
the dog is found and returned home — a little worn | 
and thinner, but happy. |
I It’s the type of story that could only happen in a |
I small community. And it did — right here in Central |
I Saanich to the Fagan family, 1575 Kersey Road. |
The mother, Lucille Fagan, said Friday the dog | 
escaped from the backyard Monday morning of last |
I week. I
“1 had put him out and tied him up because he had |
^ just recently started to take off on me,’’she explained. |
I However, this one morning she didn’t really have time |
I to tie the rope properly because the children were still | 
getting ready for school.. I
I The dog, a two-year-old Golden retriever named |
I “Macho”, who had been a birthday present to one of |
I the children, ate his breakfast and then somehow |
I slipped the knot and took off “rope and all.” |
“Fortunately 1 gave him a good breakfast,” said 
I Mrs. Fagan. I
I When the dog failed to show up that afternoon she |
I contacted the local pound who assured her Macho had |
I probably only found a female friend and would be |
I back within less than five days. |
I But Monday and Tuesday turned cold and rainy, |
I and Mrs. Fagan began to worry about the dog — even | 
I though he was used to spending nights outside.
I Wednesday came and went...and Thursday, and I 
I finally on Friday morning Mrs. Fagan decided she was 
going to have to canvass the neighbourhood herself. | 
I “I guess that’s just another one of the duties of a | 
I mother,” she said afterwards.
I She started with the Keating Crossroad businesses.
If covering one side of the street and then the other. .
Pretty soon everyone in the area knew the Fagan’s dog | 
I was missing. : /r ■ ^ I
I “The bread man said he would watch, and I visited 
I the^dbebmo\ window people" (Weathergard) wlio said | 
tliey would keep an eye out., .everyone,” she said. | 
I She had particular praise for the Butler Brothers’ I 
; I gravebpit dispatcher who over the radio asked forall l 
- the truck driver’s help. , I
“I thought that was really above and beyond the call | 
of duty for her,” said Mrs. Fagan. |
But there was no sign of the dog. Mrs. Fagan | 
I returned home and after lunch headed into Brentwood | 
I for another search. |
I “I felt like a grandmother, pulling out pictures of | 
I her children,” said Mrs. Fagan, who after telling | 
I people the story of the missing dog would pull out a | 
I recent photo to show people.
But still there was no lead to Macho’s whereabouts. | 
It was now 2:30 p.m. and she was supposed to be | 
I home to take her young daughter out. I
f “I decided to make just one more stop,” explained | 
I Mrs. Fagan, and that was in the Cloth Castle. She was | 
I lucky she did. |
I A lady in the store indicated her children had | 
I mentioned something about a dog in the Maber Road | 
, I area. ' |
I Mrs. Fagan rushed home, contacted the Maber | 
I residence on Maber Road, and sure enough found her 1 
I dog. Mrs. Maber explained the dog was spotted by a | 
I young boy Thursday and Mrs, Maber went up to sec.
She said somehow Macho's rope got tangled in the 
I water tower and he couldn’t gel loose.
I Mrs. Maber look the dog—• who by this time could 
I barely walk - home. “He was darned near starved,”
I added Mrs. Fagan,
I “I was one tired mother,” she said, “1 just talked to 
I everybody.”
{i She wanted everyone thanked. "The whole corn- 
|;| munily pitched in and deserve a big bouquet. We want 
I them to know we appreciated them going out of their 
‘ I way lo watch for our dog,”
Andihe dog ~ ”1 Ic’s fine now back lo normal.”
In other council news:
•Mayor Norma Sealey
indicated she has met svith 
the other two peninsula 
directors on the Capital 
Regional District and the 
CRD hospital planning 
personnel concerning the 
move of obstetrics unit 
from Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital to the new Vic­




•On a similar note,









WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities












From Koret of CAlifoRi\iA spoRTS wear,
SpORTRifE SupER SuEcIe ANcl 
Susan Van Heusen BI0USES & T-'shiRTS
In the Brentwood Bay Shopping Plaza
(Corner of West Saanich Rd. &, Verdier Ave.) 652-5612
1 FLETCHERS FLETCHERS FLETCHERS
I Dinner Hams Cottage Rolls Beef Sausage
1 $^09 $|79 $129







Rib & Mixed I
$129 $109 $|69
1 PKT. I EACH i LB. i 1
1 WHILE QUANTITIES LAST ■ |
1 PROPUCS 1








I LB. - LB. i I
B.C. FANCY
f IBEIIGLM Firik iiisyiatioiii 
underwear for
CANADA NO. 1 MIX & MATCH
& Carrots
CANADA NO. 1 SMALL
Onions
— It Pays For Itself!
CEOAR^EOALs
UtiSity— 1x8, 1x10, 1x12 
Regular 72< - Special 50« Bd. Ft.
(Limited Quantities)









2328 Harbotir Hd. 
'SiclHov, D,C. ' '
in the heart of Iftmcouver. 
S59.95'
Right now, you can spend 3 days and 2 nights in the deluxe 
accommodations of one of Vancouver’s most rospoctod 
traditional hotels for a special weekend rate: just $59.95^ 
plus 5% room fax.
Single or double occupancy,
Free parking.
And one of the finest seafood restaurants in the city.
It's also within walking distance of just about evoiything 
this magic cily has to offer, Gastown. Pacific Centre. 1 ho 
Seabus, Stanley Park, The Art Gallery. Theatres. Nightclubs.
Come for a weekend. You'll want to stay forever. 
•Offoroxplr&s March 3lst, 1900
For rosorvallono or Information, call 0OO-663«9491 • toll frool
049 Wosi Goorglfii Slroot, Varicouvof,'B.C. V6C1P0 
To): {(304) GDI 5401. Telex; 04-51iai2,
Coffee Mushrooms Peanut Butter j
$0991 LB. lO oz.
.00. $139|
1 TETLEY ROYAL CITY KALKAN 1
1 Tea Bags Green BeansCut or French Cut Cat Foods I6 oz. 1








1 2 Pairs ^ *^ 39 10 oz, 1,5 KG. 1
1 INGERSOLL PROCESS Clamato T^G 1Salad 1Icheese Spread Juice • V/CI1 '' ' ' ' HDressing I





DELSEY 1Bathroom I 
Tissue 1
2 8 oz. $1Y9|
1 McCAIN Rfwmm KLEENEX 1
j Super Patties Beans & Pork
14 oz.
Paper Towels!
1 69' 3/89* 2 Rolls W
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Saturday is an important day for Central 
Saanich residents as they go to the polls to elect a 
new mayor and two aldermen.
Two former aldermen—Dave Hill and Frank 
Waring—are seeking the mayor’s seat vacated by 
Jean Butler, and there are six candidates for the 
two aldermanic seats.
The mayor’s job is a big one and we should be 
careful in our selection of candidate for this 
office. Waring is 66, has served a number of years 
on council and has a solid record for community 
involvement.
But although we think he’s a good man, our 
choice—unhesitatingly—is Dave Hill.
The 37-year-old firefighter is young, energe­
tic, articulate and has a first class record for the 
nearly eight years he’s served on council. We like 
his candid, down-to-earth approach, broad plat­
form and his sensitivity to environmental isssues.
And Hill has come up with some new ideas— 
his proposal to inroduce zero-based budgetting is 
one example; instigation of an environment com­
mittee is another.
Hill is our choice-T-we think he’d make a fine 
mayor.
On the aldermanic front Ed Gait, Flemming 
Hansen, Lea King, Ruth Arnaud, Bob Smith and 
Ray Lamont are vying for two seats.
Smith is a professional engineer and it’s his 
firsit try for a: seat on council. Lamont is well 
known and has already served 19 years as an 
alderrnan. Hansen, a lavyyer, is the loner in the 
fielcL His unusual campaign has focused on ener­
gy, conservation and the environment.
Gait, Arnaud and King ran in last November’s 
election. Both Gait and Arnaud conducted strong ; 
campaigns and finished well, while King ran last.
We think any of these candidates would make 
good aldermen. Our preference is for Gait, a busi­
nessman, and Arnaud, a public health nurse and 
community worker.
Gait has worked actively to expand Keating 
Industrial Park. He says the municipality needs 
the industrial area as a tax base—and we agree. 
Tax revenues from the industrial park will ease 
pressures for residential development.
Arnaud is concerned with the preservation of 
agricultural land in the municipality and has some 
sound ideas on recreation.
Residents can cast their ballot at Central 
Saanich Municipal Hall or at Brentwood and 
Keating elementary schools Saturday, between 8 





In these days of domination by the goggle box 
we’re pleased to find out (see story second front) 
that our two peninsula municipalitie.s—Sidney 
and North Saanich—rate fourth highest in library 
readership out of 30 branches of the Vancouver 
Island Regional Library system on the Island.
Reading is both educational and recreation­
al—and much more. Wc doubt it's even possible 
to put a true value on it. And it’s an inescapable 
fact that in homes where mom and dad read—so 
docs little Johnny.
So we should put our support firmly behind 
the local library’s cry for expansion and reloca­
tion. It’s tax dollars well spent.
While we are all so different in so many ways, one of 
the things Canadians have in common is that we are all 
consumers having dealings in the marketplace,
For most of us, our consumer transactions and ac­
tivities arc such regular and frequent occurences that wc 
soon develop certain attitudes and expectations about 
how the marketplace should function. Put .simply, wc 
have learned our basic con.sumcr rights.
As consumers, we have the right to truthful and 
honest information about the goods and services wc 
huy, This true and honest information nuisl, by law, 
appear in ndvertisements of all kinds and on labels and 
packages.
We have the riglit to choo.se between products and 
services to satisfy our needs. There arc stringent taws 
governing restraint of trade, price fixing and 
monopolies.
We have the right to safety in the goods and services 
we Iniy. We can expect that liousehold products and 
cliildren's toys, when used in a careful and reasonable 
way, and according to instructions, will not explode, set 
our houses on fire, or cause us harm in any wny,
And finally, wc have tire right to be Ircnrd, to pn.ss on
comments, .suggestions, opinions and complaints to 
business, consumer agencies, government, and 
politicians.
Wc all know there arc two sides to every coin and two 
sides to every story. If wc are to enjoy our rights, wc 
must also accept our responsibilities.
So while wc have the right to information, wc have 
Ihe responsibility to seek it out before wc purcha,se.
With the right to choose, goes the responsibility of 
making a sensible choice — to shop comparatively for 
such features ns price, durability, care and maintenance, 
and warranties or guarantees.
The riglit to safety in the products we buy can only be 
enjoyed If wc accept the responsibility to use them ns 
directed, and In a reasonable, careful and safe manner.
Our right to be heard is worthless unless wc assume 
the responsibility to be willing to voice comments, 
concerns and complaints, and to learn what laws protect 
ns. ■ ■ ■
Your righi.s and rc.sponsibiliiies as a consumer are 
important. Remember them the next lime you make a 
purchase.
Max. Tomp. (Mar. 3) 
















Mean Mox. 8.7 ®C
Record Max. (Mar. 7,65) 16.i°C
Mean Min. 1.2®C




Brought to you through the courtesy of
whyts memm
new and used ® sail and loower
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(cornerHarbour Rd. & Resthavetx)
FULFORDHARBOCR 
Times Shown are “Standard Times”
Thu. 0325 10.3 0825 8.2 1250 9.4 2005 2.3
Fri. 0350 10.4 0905 7.5 1400 9.6 2105 2.3
Sat. 0415 10.4 0955 6.7 1510 9.8 2145 2.6
Sun. 0445 10.5 1035 5.8 1630 10.0 2230 3.2
Mon. 0525 10.5 1115 4.9 1715 10.1 2320 4.1
Tue. 0545 10.6 1205 4.2 1825 10.0
Wed. 0005 5.1 0615 10.6 1255 3.6 1935 9.9
Chapel of Roses
YOURCOMMUNl I Y 
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CHUMCH DIEECTORY
ATTEND THE CHUHCH 





792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Mar. 16 
8:30 a.m. Holy
Communion 
9:30 a.m. . Young
People’s Class. 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer










9:30 a.m. Sunday 
School 
Mattins
7:30 p.m. Praise & 
Worship
Wed., Mar. 19 
10:00 a.m. Communion
ST. STEPHENS 





Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 

















M YEARS AGO nm WEEK:
From the March N, 1920 Issue.
The arrival of the James Island boat here last Tuesday 
inaugurated a regular service between Sidney and the 
Island, and there Is every Indication that the service will 
be maintained and probably Increased in the future,
* * ,' •
Over on South Salt Spring Island, Mr, Farringcr met 
with a very bad accident last week when he was cutting 
brush on Trench’s Mountain to enable some men to 
survey the road. Mis axe slipped and crashed through 
the instep of his foot and came through the sole.
As tlicrc Is no road for motors or rigs, he was carried 
and then taken on horseback down the side of the 
mountain to the valley. His foot bled profusely on the 
way and caused him lo faint very often. He was taken to 
Victoria for medical attention.
SOyEARSA G^^ Tim WEEK; ....
Fivm the Kfarch 13,1930 issue
The many friends of Charles Cocliran will be sorry to 
hear of his serious illness and wish him a speedy 
recovery.■■
H.P, Hope of Ureniwood College gave a sitori and 
interesting talk of “Cambridge and its various lines of 
sports" at the North Saanicit Service Club tnccting tills 
week.
He was followed by some excellent sparring bouts by 
An Uorden, Bud Nell, Tommy Dry.sdnle, and “Scotty” 
McCiec, with Gordon Kcown as referee.
40 YEARS AGO Tim WEEK:
Erom the Mtireh 13, 1940 Issue 
J.C, Anderson, William Peddle, and Sanniel Robert.s 
were appointed by the Sidney Bmincssmen's 
Association to •;ecurc a new ".ite for the public dump,
The present dump is directly in front of Ihc landing 
pan of the ferry wliarf and is not exactly the best thing 
in the world for Incoming tourists to view first hand,
30 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK: 
from ihe March 1.^, 19S0kw 
Tlie Beaufort Road residence of Mrs. C.C. Cocliran 
bar, been sold to David Mel ellan of Sidney. .Mr.s.
Cochran is leaving shortly for her old home in Nova 
Scotia where she will reside,
• * *
Salt Spring Island clmmber of commerce ha.s at lust 
been successful In getting suitable aids for navigation 
for Ganges Harbour, A lighthouse is now being erected 
on the eastern side of Grace Island.
20 YE. m AGO THIS WEEK:
Erom the March 16, i960 Issue 
Laiuhpark of North Saanich and the In.st sawmill in 
this district. Shoal Bay Lumber Company at Tsclmm 
Harbour, will disappear In the near future due to the 
new highway from Swartz Bay to Victoria. The property 
was taken over by (he provincial government,
10 YEARS/WO THIS WEEK:
From the March IS, 1970 Imie 
riv.kcisaic.sw.umlugovci Suuiiich i’cuin.sulaUullodil 
plantations gathering the golden flower In bud. The 
season i,s early for Easter sales and the duffs arc being 














7:00 p.m, Prai.se & Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Clirist- 





The Chin ch By The Luke 
I Elk Lake 
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Ruyinghwuj 




Nursery iV Junior Church
Minister J.C. A. Ration 
652-;3676







Pastor Ernie Kratof il 
Phone 477-8478













Family Service and 
Sundoy School . 
liiOOa.m.




: Sunday School 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd. 
11:15 o.m.
Baby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney 
(while under .construction) 
Saturday Ma.ss only 
7 p.m. at St. Paul’s 
United Church 
2410Malaview
Anglican Church of Canada
T
THE PARISH 









7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer'
ALL. ARE WELCOME 
Pasittr H.E. Dawes 
656-6940
* Sidney Church 




10:(¥) a, in. 
n:(X)n.m. 
6;00p,m.












”ln esscntial.s - unity; In 











10:00 a.m. - Mothering 
Sunday Service 




9686 - 3rd. St. Sidney
8:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 
11:15 a.m. - Mothering 





welcome nt both out 
churchc.s.
Rector


















7008 W, Saanich Rd.
Bunilwood Buy





Sunday, Mar. 16 
9:45 a.m. • Sunday 
Scltool for all ages.
11 :l)0 a.nt. Morning 
Woi-sliip
7:00 p.m. Evening 
Fellowship
1'uesday, Mar, IS 
6:30 p.m, IMoncer 
Girls
Wed,, Mar. 19 
7:.30 p.m, • Bible Study 
& Prayer Meet ing.
656-5012 or 656-4537
Ul ,,:
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Dog on loose 
to cost more
If your dog is caught 
running at large in Sidney it 
will now cost you more than 
twice as much to retrieve 
him. Council has increased 
the fee for dogs caught 
running at large from $ 10 to 
S25.
In other council news;
•Sidney has made ap­
plication for a provincial 
grant for the construction 
of a tennis court at Iroquois 
Park.
•Council was told 
Monday night it has yet 
another heritage tree — this 
one at 10l21-5th Street.
Gerald Chaster, head of
the Victoria Horticultural 
Society’s Heritage Tree 
Project, wrote council the 
cherry tree is at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar E. 
Bath.
“This old tree, planted in 
approximately 1879, was 
once on the 300-acre 
homestead of Samuel 
Roberts. Mrs. Bath is the 
granddaughter of Mr. 
Roberts,’’ said the letter.
The other Sidney tree 
already recorded with the 
.society is the suger maple at 
2440 Sidney Avenue, in 
front of the municipal hall.
Florence Kelly celebrated her 100th birthday with family and 
friends March 6 in Sidney. A longtime resident of the area, 
Mrs. Kelly moved to the peninsula in 1911 and watched the 
Review come out with first issue. She was also eye-witness to 
sinking of Iroquois off Sidney. An optomistic outlook and 
“keen interest in everything” keep her sharp enough to play a 
game of cribbage at least once an evening.
Trustee has doubts 
about car costs
A boost in the mileage rate from 24 to 
30 cents was authorized Monday night 
by members of Saanich school board 
for administrative employees and a 
substantial hike in fixed monthly 
mileage allowances was authorized.
A finance committee report stated 
allowances for district staff had not 
been adjusted to reflect the rise in 
transportation costs over the past two 
years. In 1979 district staff kept track of 
mileage travelled, the report stated, and, 
on the basis of these figures, ad­
justments were needed.
Trustee Gerry Kristianson had some
doubts about a policy which paid senior 
staff members an average of $2,000 a 
year for the use of their vehicles. He 
suggested it might be better to think 
about a fleet of cars for the school 
district or, perhaps, a system of leasing. 
These options v.'ill be explored.
Fixed monthly allowances to be paid 
senior administrators are: H.J. 
Schneider, $195; A.G. Campbell, $195; 
D.R. Smyth, $210; R.S. Ingram, $142; 
P. Thomas, $156; H. Bayers, $142; E. 
Perry, $140; K. Buffam, $194; G. 
Guest, $175 and J Stewart, $175.
B.C. Hydro electric rates are being increased 
effective April 1 to cover projected increases in the cost 
of providing service during the 1980-81 fiscal year.
While the increases average 7 per cent for residential 
and general customers the rate changes will have greater 
effect on those customers whose consumption of 
electricity is relatively high.
Residential customers who use 550 kilowatt-hours of 
electricity or less per two-month billing period will pay 
25 cents more per month, or $3.00 a year.
RESIDHNTIAL HL1-;C.TK1C K.AT1-: ('l\v.)-MonUi l’(!rio(l)
IIASIC
C11ARGI-:
OLD liATK NRW RA'I'L











Tin* nhovc rain for nwilcnlial ciif^tonioi's coimiM'lotl jo Hydro's inlo(.frato(l 
Uansmissimi not work,
More !U'(‘ sumo o.vnmjtlos rirbOw now I'litos will alToot typical
oloelrio bills:
H Apartment snito without oil her oloetrie snaeo heating or water 
heatinj^™-two month consumption of 500 Kilowatt-lKairs; 25t' a 
month increase.
n House with electric water heat ing hut wit hout elect ric siiace 
heating—two month constimiition of 2,000 kW.h: $2.71) a mont.h 
inereaso.
li House with both electric space lieating and water heating—-two 
month consumjition off),000 kW.h: $8.01 a month ino'ease.
, Largo inilustrial customor.s .served on Hydro’s ok‘ctric transmission 
rate will receive I’ate increaso.sor22% (at April 1, IUSO, as announced
in 1078.
(Ni'W electric rate,-, orfoclivi' A) ivil 1 fi;r all n,-.ndi-ntial and gonor;il 
customers will lie enclosed with the first billing after that date.)
Waddling Dog Inn
Soup du Jour or 
Chef's Salad 
Cornish Game Hen 
Stuffed with Wild Rice 
Fresh Vegetable 
Deep Dish Apple Pie 
Beverage 1195
2476 Mt. Nowton X 652"1146
On Patricio Boy Highway, 5 Miles From Ferry 
AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTER CHARGE, CHARGEX
In
i ^ 1 ^ ® ^ t f£i li A
'MALTLEVOL-UStfioiiic 341 ml* M1
^HOiEPERi TONI REGULAR ^‘2 771BEia @ ^ M
''shampooST»rc- »’iToQlI ® T H
^ SOAP AUENBURY’S basic box of 3 ^'2 49 1
1 ULyUyifllil I UNSCENTED or POWDER 1 J
[liAXI PADS STAYFREE SUPER lO’s '1091
[TISSUES SCOniESZPLY 200’s







® 7 years experience's Alderman in Central 
Saanich
® years experience as Regional Hoard Direetoi' 
® Vice-Chaii’inan, Saanieh Peninsula Water 
Commission
® Past Chairman, Central .Saanich Recreation 
Commission
® Chairman, Central Saanieh Water Committee 
and Public Information Committee 
® member ofCenIral Saanieh budget, parks and 
I’eei’Cr'dion, subdivision and zoning and sewer 
eommillees
® niemherofCajnial Regional Disli iel solid 
waste management eonnnillee 
® memberofCapilal Regional Disti’iel (•oininun- 
ilv health and social .services euinmitlee
JL MAN OF PROVEN ABILITY, EXPEMIENCE,
INTEGRITY AND COMMON SENfm COMMITVmt
y Careful spend ing of Municipal 
tux dollars to keep our taxes 
down.
y Presei’vation of the quality of 
life, and country atmosphere of 
our Municipality 
y Maintaining the goals and ob­
jectives of our oflicicil coinmun- 
ityplan.
I Protection of oui' envirorunenl
# Developing vandalism pi'even* 
lion programmes
® Open debate on council and) (i(
will listen with interest and sin­
cerity, to community groups 
and individuals in an elliirt to 
solve their problems
► (living full attention and ener­
gies to Municipal business
A.
ri A' i/r. I ''-j'f e'-’l I I'f;’yiye* ,
eAW
ftm vmrmm mmn/tmTiiW on A itim: to run pi.ihtHtrrm.TPtiosT iwa.aiwy
SiilimiiiiTl lly Ciiirimliii-i'Til l.li’i'i Hill I ill'Mkvhi '
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Expense hassle
Sidney council approved 
a S5-a-day increase in 
conference travel expenses 
Monday night, but not 
without a fight from Aid. 
Ross Martin.
'Martin suggested the 
increase be SlO-a-day — 
from the present $25 to $35. 
“The cost of meals, and so 
on at some of the major 
conferences has inflated,” 
he said.
Martin said he had 
checked references from the 
Union of B.C. 
Municipalities and Sidney 
was below the provincial 
average — something more 
than$35 a day.
Aid. Ben Either said he 
couldn’t agree with a $10 
increase. “1 will go to $30, 
but not $35,” said Ethier.
But Martin said he 
couldn’t see why Sidney
CAMOSUN COLLEGE ASKS.
Is there someone you know who deserves Historical 
Recognition?
Please help us select a name for the new building at your 
Community College.
Mail your recommendation(s) with supporting material by 
March 31st to:
Name The Building Contest 
c/o Camosun College 
1950 Lansdowne 
Victoria, B.C. V8P5J2
should be on the low side pf 
the provincial average. He 
added that at a conference, 
it is often very hard to eat 
anywhere but in the host 
hotel, which he implied, is 
sometimes very expensive,
“1 can eat well for $30 a 
day,” countered Ethier.
“All 1 can say is that Aid. 
Ethier hasn’t had a glass of 
orange juice at the Hotel 
Vancouver lately,” Martin 
said.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
agreed that Sidney was in a 
“catch-up” position, but 
said she was hesitant to 
suggest a “massive jump all 
at once.
Meanwhile, in another 
decision on travel expenses, 
council defeated a motion 
to allow married people to 
book double bed ac­
comodation.
Currently, the
municipality pays for 
registration at a conference 
for spouses, but only single 
bed accomodation.
Ethier opposed the move, 
commenting, “If I want to 
take my wife I’ll pay for 
her.”
He said he was council’s 
representative and tax­
payers are not compelled to 
pay for his wife.
Sealey also spoke against 
the move, adding she 
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SOLID BRASS DOOR ALSO AVAILABLE!
9788 - 2nd Street, Sidney
TELEPHONE 656-3831
Daffodil pickers in fields off Puckle Road. Ian Vantreight 
of Vantreight Wholesale Florists says market “looks not 
too bad this year”, as long as “mother nature’’ piays along
and doesn’t force flowers too early. Expectations are for 
crop of more than 13 million.
Ron Norman Photo
van
North Saanich council has agreed to reconsider an 
application from a Victoria van club'to host an in­
ternational van rally at Sandown Raceway in early 
September.
The request, from the Moonlight Van Club, had been 
turned down on a recommendation from committee A.
But council returned the proposal to committee A for 
further study after the Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce appeared at a recent council 
meeting in support of the rally. 4-
Chamber president Ray Moore told council, “Our 
position in the chamber is to encourage this kind of 
activity.” Moore said the rally would be beneficial to. 
the local economic community. ;
In a letter to council accompanying the presentation, 
he added, “We feel that the benefits to be derived by 
merchants of the area, by the residents of North Saanich 
who earn their livelihood working at these businesses, 
and by charitable organizations (Big Brothers and 
Sisters for one) are sufficient reason for your council to 
reconsider and discuss the application.”
Aid. Harold Parrott explained there were a number 
of reasons for council turning down the application. 
Parrott pointed to the lack of information about 
disposal of garbage and sewage from the site.
Aid. Edgar Farthing chipped in that the approval of 
the use of Sandown didn’t come from Sandown, but an 
outside body, and council wanted Sandown’s approval.
Farthing also suggested the proposed use of the land 
was not permitted under present zoning regulations.
Moonlight club president Gary Giles told council he 
expects between 250 and 300 vans to attend, or about 
900 people. Giles said the main objective of the rally is 
to have it as a tourist weekend with all attending having 
pre-paid and registered.
However, Aid. Jim Gumming disagreed with the 
move to reconsider pointing out the club has made no 
indication what it will do about garbage, fire preven­
tion, sewage disposal, policing and control and traffic 
congestion, among other issues.
But Giles said he would be prepared to discuss all 
these with council.
'Gerr,^y . v:; FTi.ntj;-'
started working 
with his Dad 32 
years ago at 
garage on the 
corner of 5th and 
Beacon. The 
photo [left] was 
taken the day the 
family took over 
the service 
station. Right, 
Gerry and Francis 
Flint with artist’s 
render in g of 
proposed business 







For that Barn Roof - or Boathouse
T\
........... ..
I'or Ihc Monili of March 
Wc Arc Offering




Cm to exactly the 
Icngili you specify. 4 
Popular Profiles to 
choose from,
Also available in 
colour ai ait ad- 
(iiihmal I'ltsi.
Almninmn roofing 
also available ai 
equally atlracilvc
The day Tom I’liiii 
bought properly al the 
corner of Ileacon and $th, 
.limMason and Boh Hadley 
took a brace of pheasants 
out of the open field ihai 
was iliere and he saWiJhem
wiih die birds :is he svalked 
down Beacon 10 look at his 
newly acquired land,
’ Thai was in 1949, The 
|)idpciiy, alniitsi an acre in 







This October a small 
porilon of that land witerc 
Mint Motors still siantls will 
be won It $7,50,0(X) once 
iiniil reconstriietion costs 
liayc been tallied for ihc 
buililing that will replace 
die former service siadom
Space for six new 
hiisliiess icnaiils will be 
provided in die overall 
design, says Tom’s son 
fterry, wlio lias worked in 
dtis one location for die 
past 32 yen IS,
FREE LAW COURSE
Allow AppftjK l»n Dhyn for
Serving Victoria & the Peninsula 6 Days a Week 
vaih a Full Range ol Building Materials
652-1121
2046 Keating X Road
BRENIWOOD LIBRARY 




"VVe are going to move 
die station to licvnn and 
Mr,St streets,” Tte told The 
Ueview in a recent in­
terview. ‘’Construction on 
dial project is already 
underway and wtiilc the 
siaiion itself will be slighdy 
siniiller in physical size wc 
will olT'cr die same services 
dial we do now,”
ITim Motors currently 
ein|iloys some nine person.s. 
Tlip sitrtic ftniT h-ui transfer 
over' to the rievan street 
location once work on The 
new location is eomplete,
Ron Tidman, n local 
contractor, has undertaken 
die work ,
)




Cut from Shoulder Butts C2.18 kg)
Bottom Round or 
Rump (1st, 2nd 
or (k)mer Cuts) 






Vac Pak Quartered.. (*5.48 kg)
« to CORNED BEEF
SI.
fea?^





Good Breakfast. Regular or 
Thick sliced. 500g. Package
Safeway






16 oz. (454g) Package
Snackery Pepperoni & 




•m mushroom sauce ■»h
* with rice and lemon butter 
*with spinach in wine sauce 




1 lb. (454g) Pkg.
CH/CKEN





Town House Assorted or 











Cottage Cheese $1.77 Fruit Cocktail CQt Ice Cream 9 „„$1-79 Disposable Di
Lucerne. Creamed or2%, 1 kgtub    JL Town House. 14 oz. tin.............  —.: w Lucerne. Assorted ....... carton ™ PampersToddlers. Boxof24
i69 White Bread or 100% Whole Wheat 
Skylark.Sliced 24 oz. (680g)loaf ...;. ■ ■ •
Plain Yogurt
Lucerne.! kgtub . .............
.29 Cheese SlicesLucerne. Processed, 
cheese food 1 lb. (454g) Package
ooooetotttt O4>oo«o«>««oe»o«oe*«tto « • o o o o « o o
CONDITIONING
SHAMPOO










♦Available from all slides 




Let Safeway supply all your spring cleaning needs
SUNLIGHT
detergent
Liquid. 500 mL container...... .
: Mr. Clean
. Liquid cleanur.l.5 Lcontolnor...........................
: Dish Clothes
J 15”xl5”[38x38cm]pkB.ol3 . ................
: Scrub Brush Eckubrand
• also sponges. Rainbow pak. Package of 12's .
: ScotoweEs
J Scott. Assorted colours v...................... ...................... ..
: fail with Spout







• • • • • e #.i» # ««•«<»•• • # e • • • in'# «
00 Ground Coffee
^ 1 * Hills Brothers.
Reg. or Drip. 1 lb. (454g) tin _ ___
79 Biscuits
Peek Freah. 400 gram pkg. .
Asstd Juices
SunRype. 10 oz. tin ....
.00
VARIETY LETTUCE
VirRed leaf W Green leaf 













64 fl. oz. (1.8L)
glass jar................i. BRjuiKi so
$169
0:,' 0 hi.' i h' Vll :VS?f ' "l; vcS J’'di, ^ * .f i!* ■ IfS ■ "f lE









Prices Effective March 10 -16 
In your Friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store
Wo reserve Iho tight to limit Quantities. Sales in retail Quantities Only.
CANADA e A F IS W A V 1.1 MIXED








The Hobbits, peninsula 
entry in the Vancouver 
Island Ladies Field Hockey 
Association, were defeated 
1-0 Saturday by Rebels Red 
of Victoria, relegating the 
local squad to the cellar of 
the league.
Team spokesman Louise 
Herlinbeau said about four 
of their regular players were 
absent from Saturday’s 
match, which could have 
made the difference in the
GREAT ¥EL¥ET SALE
8 DAYS ONLY March 13 . 21









We have a good team 
made up of fine individual 
talent, she said, but it just 
doesn’t seem to gel at the 
team level. There doesn’t 
seem to be enough interest 
or spirit, sometimes, and it 
becomes very difficult to 
play at a consistent level 
when the team keeps 
changing, due to absences, 
she said.
League play losses 
notwithstanding, every 
team is eligible to compete 
in the playoffs, which are 
due to start on or near April 
12, probably at Windsor 
Park in Oak Bay.
Stelly’s back sheds tacklers en route to touch line during last week’s match against Claremont. Stelly’s 
lost 28-0, dropping their record to two wins and three losses in league play.
Ken^ Chuck helped win gold
Custom iade Wing<Back
CHAIRS
Harriwnnri Framfi.<?rd ood / es









Q. I started, a business 
on July 1, 1979. Do 1 
have to report income 
from this business on my 
1979 return.
A. No, you do not 
unless you adopted a 
fiscal year end date that 
fell in 1979. When you! 
start a business you may I 
select any date for the 
end date of a fiscal year 
except the fiscal period 
cannot exceed 12 
months. You will be 
taxed on your income 
for that fiscal year only 




Ken McCullough, owner 
of the Summertime Yacht 
Shop in Sidney, and 
another peninsula resident. 
Chuck Bennet, are 
members of the Victoria 
Masters basketball team 
which recently won a gold 
medal at the B.C. Winter 
Games.
Both men have at least 30 
years association with the 
game, and Bennet coached 
minor ball in Victoria for 10 
years. He played for 
Esquimau in high school, 
but his teams were always 
the brides-maids — 
finishing a consistent 
second in the Island finals.
29s MarfetlSauarei Victoria, B,C. 383-7621 303-2453 Beacon V 656-2411 ■
MSE^BLOCIC':
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
McCullough was more 
fortunate during his career, 
and whilef at Victoria 
College ; jjlayed for B.C. 
charripion. |teaihs in 1956 
7 Vand,t957;^i^e^Gqllege team;; 
^Aypn ■theiiSw^termGanadian,; 
; championship in 1956 andi 
the Canadian championship 
in"i958.7.:::
Bothmeh have a history
Chuck Bennet [left] and Ken McCullough 
inedal victory.', ,'7':;;
share in gold
of senior" A play with the 
Haida Chiefs and senior C 
play for the Little Gem 
Gfdceryf squad. Along with 
the rest of their teamrhates, 
they’re involved in a senior 
C league at present, mainly ;
to keep in condition and for. 
competition;- " T 
.: M aster- s :' di visf 0 n 
basketball^ ds si mi lar - • to" 
Oldtimer’s Hockey, with 
the minimum age 
requirement of 35 years.
=:There are no rule changes as 
yet in Canada,' although-iri 
the U.S r the^ fast-break has 
been eliminated from 'the
game.
McCullough and Bennet 
say theyfre happy the B.C.
teams will likely emerge in 
the Victoria area within the 
next year or two, they say. 
Current objective is to keep 
the division well organized 
and provide lots of op­
portunity for oldtimers to 
play.
Competition at the games 
was tough, they say, but 
they expected the Van­
couver entry to be stronger 
than it was. The Victoria 
squad was undefeated at the 
games, winning four 
straight, and met Van­
couver in a semi-final 
match. Okanagan was their 
competition in the finals 
and provided strong 
resistance, yielding only by 
two points, and those were 
scored with five seconds 
remaining in the game.
: Victoria defeated Port 
Alberni and Powell River to 
gain entry into the games.
; Basketball Association is 
actively promoting exr 
pansion of the, fylaster’S; 
division, and they liopeddf 
mushrooms like Oldtimer’s' 
Hockey. With some re­
organization, a few more*
CARE?






At all times ! have found David Hill A- .c-
/
to be:
•Capable and Trustworthy 
•Approachable and always available 
•Respected by his fellow aldermen 
•Experienced and effective in council matters. Mr. 
Hill is also a director of the Regional Board and 
has served on It with distinction for four years. 
•Sincere in working hard to keep your taxes low 
and to protect the desirable characteristics of 
Central Saanich.





I'-'- 'I'H-.I Ul ;‘;>it>.|f.iw ihi'
r'.-.l'l .^l^l•.lu■.■|llv
CARES
Nationara inanulricitiiod hoin,-« EmcKaija ha.s sot a slandaid (01 ttio indiistw m tho quality u( mair-nals and constmctinn mo- 
Iboi'Is iisiHl in huiiflinq Now, lowm lurntTi.M pncos moan extra savingn tor you Natiun.ils rn-wCASH nEOATf rnakos iho 
piit'cnaso ol a National ITomn Package ovon more attractivo, You can take rjinlivoTy 01 your bmlrtinq p.'ickanfi ny April SOlh, 
IfiflO Wt'i w-ill qivo voii ouM'ioimat 4“'f, Cash DiricotiiTl, ’
than within 2 week!') yoi I wiinoceivo our CASH RE BATE 
citoqiio lot $1)00, $/50 or S I0(K,1 (di'pendanl on Iho si/o 
ol your hrjiTift) ■ ■■ Wo know you will Fio able lo iiso the
oxtia niont.'y when huiidinr) ymir now homo.
Phi.>he yoiir Nation,al Ropro.'sontalivo todfry, put his 
nxphrl fiOivicc.-s to work lor you
Central Saanich Ed Copeland Victoria ~479.2S03
oinuteo
UrVlUbX ,nun Nk r, 111 II*'';:!i7Xaavnr-t"'H) 
c,>un rt>‘V ate
ua.'i'
PLEASE GI¥E HIM YOUR SUPPORT 
ON SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1980.
GET NATIONAL'S COLOUR HOMES ft '' 
CATALOGUE AND MORE INFOFfMA- 5 
TION ON OUR NEW CASH REBATE m ' <'' 
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Kickers, Steelers
battle it oat
Peter Claassen, Rick Puckett and Mike Howell accept championship trophy on 






It was more like a Stanley 
Cup playoff game than 
Bantam B Rep Hockey 
when the Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods Peninsula Eagles 
faced Saanich Braves 
Saturday night at 
Panorama.
The Saanich game was 
-vitally important to the 
Eagles, and culminated a 
week of playoff games. The 
victory when it came, 
guaranteed supremacy for 
the peninsula squad, but it 
was not an easy win.
The Eagles held a 3-0 lead 
at the 15-minute mark of 
the second period, but 
Saanich was not to be held 
scoreiess. The Braves 
fenged’ horhe their first goal 
at the 12-miriute mark and 
both teams left the ice at the 
end of the second period 
with the score 3-1 in favour 
of the local squad.
The third period became 
a hard-hitting battle, and 
Saanich quickly put two 
goals on the scoreboard to 
tie the game, as the Eagles 
appeared more and more 
disorganized.
Impressive effort by 
Darrin Tomlin and Jim 
Townlcy accounted for two 
peninsula goals before
Saanich could tally their 
fourth and Mike Howell 
popped the final marker 
past Keith Robson with 
1:20 remaining in the 
contest.
All the while, the local 
fans were cheering, ringing 
bells, and in general, 
creating a furror in support 
of their team. Saanich fans 
became quite vocal as well 
and a contest developed 
between sections of the 
stands before the game 
ended.
Scott Farquarhson scored 
twice for the Eagles, while 
Puckett and Spicer added 
one each to their season’s 
totals. Saanich goals were 
scored by Joe Ferrie, Doug 
Hubscher, Jim Lomax, and 
; Wayne Gardler.
rThC : Eagles : remained 
undefeated during the 
playoffs, which commenced 
March 2 at Oak Bay. The 
game was scoreless until the 
Eagles notched two goals in 
the third period, while the 
hapless Bays tallied seven 
penalties.
Peninsula goalie Sean 
Strandberg was the hero of 
the Oak Bay match, making 
many brilliant saves to hold 
the local squad in the match 
during the early periods of 
play.
A decisive 7-2 victory 
over the Racquet Club 
March 7, in which Greg
Spicer, Murray Harper, and 
Jeff Shaw each scored 
twice, was the prelude to 
the Saanich match, and the 
eventual championship. 
Blair Philp, the Eagle’s big 
defenceman, scored the 
lone single of the contest.
George Pearkes Arena 
was the scene of the trophy 
presentation to the local 
team. Sunday morning, 
following a game between 
Oak Bay and Saanich.
Team Captain Peter 
Claassen, and assistant 
captains Rick Puckett and 
Mike Howell accepted the 
trophy on behalf of the 
squad. The trophy will be 
on display at Panorama 
Center for the next year.
Coach Ron Evans, and 
assistant coaches Jim Dowd 
and Bill McKay have done a 
remarkable job molding the 
Bantam ■ team into the 
current hockey machine. It 
has been only three seasons
since the advent of hockey 
on the peninsula, and a 
championship at this early 
date is impressive.
Parents of young players 
deserve much credit for 
their undying support of the 
fledgling team, and it’s 
coaching staff. Their effort 
is one of the main reasons 
the squad has become 
.championship calibre.
■The Eagles will now 
proceed to the Island 
championship against 
Campbeir River, on March 
14, 15, and 16. The games 
will be played at Panorama 
although division manager, 
Jim Puckett is scrambling 
for ice-time;;n;-,4-:;i:.,--.,._,„,,;..''
' Any group / who can 
provide time, especially on 
March 16, will have the 
Bantam . team forever in 
their . debt. " Game time 
March 14 will hopefully be 
10 p.m. and on Saturday, 6 
p.m. V
The battle for Division 8 
supremacy of the Peninsula 
Minor Soccer Association 
ranks continues to range 
between Peninsula Steelers 
and Peninsula Kickers.
The Kickers continued 
their winning ways with a 2- 
1 victory over the 
Bays/United Oliver 
Hounds Saturday at Frank 
Hobbs school. Regulation 
time ended with the score 
tied at one goal apiece but 
the Kickers mounted their 
offensive pressure and 
Todd Jakubowski found 
the mark during the first 
overtime period, to give the 
local squad their one-goal 
edge.
The Oliver Hounds 
mounted terrific pressure 
during the second overtime 
period, and it was only the 
fine defensive clearing of 
Adam and Romain which 
preserved the win for the 
Kickers. John McCartney 
scored the first goal for the 
Kickers.
The Steelers met and 
defeated the Lansdowne 
Whitecaps in another 
overtime match Saturday at 
Hollywood Park in Fair- 
field.
The local squad was 
down 1-0 with only 23 
seconds remaining in the 
game when a pass from 
Jason Bonneau sent James 
Redfern into the clear to 
score the tieing point. 
Redfern exerted tremen­
dous effort to score the 
goal, literally outrunning 
the defense while still 
maintaining control of the 
ball.
The first overtime period 
was scoreless and it seemed
the second would be as well 
svhen Redfern electrified 
spectators with the identical 
performance that had kept 
the team in contention. This 
time there were only 10 
seconds remaining in the 
game.
Lee Robson, the Steeler’s 
goalkeeper,, played ex­
ceptionally well during the 
match. The first-half of the 
match was a very busy time 
for him as he faced wave 
after wave of Whitecap 
attacks and only gave up 
one goal.
Both teams played fine 
defensive games during the 
entire match, but the Steeler 
offense was lacking drive 
during the first-half. From 
the outset of the second- 
half, however, the Steelers 
came alive tmd played 
better than they have this 
season.
The Lansdowne 
Whitecaps deserved a better 
fate than to meet the
Steelers in their first playoff 
match, but they certainly 
gave the local squad some 
trying moments and ac­
tually were the stronger 
team on the field. There are 
some fine young ball 
players on that team, and 
they will serve watching 
next season.
Saanich Pcniiunila Siinuncr Swim Club 
rcijuitration will be an Alarch 22 from A-6 
p.m. at the Panorama Leunire Centre.
Boy.> anbijii'h who wioh to /'c’t/i.'ti'r oiii.it he ohle to 
.iwiin one leiujth oj the pool.
Ijeorn foil/' eoinpetitioe .hoi/ii otrokeo. Pruetiee 
oeo.nono are helb at the Panorama Ijei.nire L entre anb 
they inootoe otroke improoement, raeiny bioe.' anb 
enbnranee iinber the ynibanee of a owint eoaeh.
Practice oeo.nono otart Alay 2 anb enb Attynot J/.
Information: -. 656-65If
Division 7 Warriors faced 
defeat for the first time this 
season during a match 
against a much improved 




Cup playoffs seem to 
draw more from the 
players and this game too 
ended in a 1-1 draw after 
regulation time. The 
Spitfires scored the winning 
gial during the overtie 
period.
Darren Sam scored the 
lone peninsula marker 
against strong goaltending 








Friday, March 2ist 
(9 p.m.-l a.m.)
in the






Effective Sale Dates March 10 - 18, 1980 only
Erenfitwood CossasEBiiBiity Hali 
Music by Wayne’s Canned Music 
$10.00 Per Couple
Door Prizes — Lunch
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL IS AVAILABLE AT ALL 
CLOVERDALE PAINT N' PAPER LOCATIONS IN B.C. 
AND ALBERTA
For Tickets Phone:
Ray - 656-5072 Geo. - 652-1528 Jim - 652-5655 
■ Ken- 656-6776 Al - 652-3646
9768 - 5th Street
SIDNEY
656-3975
8-5:00 p.m. Weekdays 
8:30 - 5 p.m. Saturday 
10-4 Sunday






DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 








CANADA GR. 'A' BEEF CHUCK
cioss MB mmis
$|49
Hs3 met of S Li PE P-savi ngis -:
Till Downtown'-
Across frorri Sidney Hotel
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS
r
LB.




Sidney Freight holds a I - 
0 lead in ihe best of three 
finals of the playoffs 
following their victory over 
rravclodgc Saturday night.
The 84 inutcli was one of 
llie hardest hitting games 
witue.ssctl in llie .senior 
men's league this season, 
and the score would have 
been imieii closer hull the 
rravclodgc defense been 
playing up to iheir usual 
siinulnrd,
Dave Ingraham played 
valiantly in the nets for 
Travelodge, but no mallet 
’liow nmny fine slops he 
managed to make, the puck 
seemed always to be at his 
tnd of the rink.
M on day nigh t
Shelbourne Chiefs and 
Hotel Sidney will play |o sec 
will) will (Tiiish in third 
place, and tlic battle for the 
championship continues 
Wednesday al 8 p.m,
Wednesday's game
.should prove to be c.xeiling 
since it is a mu,si-win 
situation for Travelodge. 
Fast action and heavy 
Iiiitirig .should be the order 













SUOKT BIBS OF BEEF
FROZEN GR. 'U’







Support an innovative and imaginative 













An alternative energy programme 
* A "Right to Sun” solar by-law 
































A 1 !■■ ■ ' '
LB.
SUCCESS TOMATOES 28 OZ.
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP 1 LITRE
DELSEY
TOILET TISSUE 4 ROLL
59






CBABMIAT 6 OZ, 99
On V.incoiivoi 
Ifilaiul there IN ,i 






'^LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE
★ PARTS PROTECTION PLAN
OLD MILL
ROLLED OATS 1.35 KG.
ALPHA TALL
CANNED MILK







4 STAR MUSHROOMS «oi3/*l“>
OXYDOL OR CHEER
POWDERED DETERGENT 6 LITRE $flj39
BURNS
FLAKED HAM M 01 n®
4 VARIETIES,
DARE COOKIES 900 G. $199
MEl i n RDAST
INSTANT COFEE 8 oz.
AIIFN ‘
FRUIT DRINK 48 OZ. TIN
y,
PIHED DATES I LB.PK.
ISUND FARMS DAIRY 
KREEMO ILITRI:
BICKS
DILL PICKLES 32 OZ..
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Wild finish
When Y&u Want To Seil 







The ‘A’ Event final of the 
first ever Glen Meadows 
junior bonzpiel kept 
spectators in suspense until 
the final rock, which missed 
forcing an extra end by a 
mere inch.
Kelly Lovell’s rink, 
comprised of Stephen 
McLean, John Smith and 
Drew McLean defeated the 
Steve Lambrick rink 6-4 
because of the errant rock. 
Lambrick’s rink includes 
Steven Gibb, Wayne 
Blasko, and Ruth 
Jonasson.’
A 9-6 victory by the Greg 
Griddle rink put Pat 
Thompson, Joe Benning, 
and Robina Cooke in the
winners circle of the ‘B’ 
Event. Terry Johal, Kellie 
Bull, and Len Harison are 
members of Leslie Braun’s 
second place rink.
The youngsters credited 
much of their success to 
Sam Snobelen and Ben 
Braun of the Glen Meadows 
Curing Association as well 
as their school curling co- 
orindators, Len Bland of 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods, 
Bill Penny’s Pro Shop, and 
Percy and Rae Criddle.
Many curlers had little or 
no experience with the 
game, but a noticeable 
improvement in the calibre 





Right here in Sidney you have fully-qualified realtors...hard working people who are anxious to serve their 
neighbours and friends. They have clients looking for good homes, so when you want to sell your home or property, 
list with someone who's most familiar with the area. There's good service, close by.
i SALVADOR BLOCK BROS. GORDON MONTREAL j
1 REALTY LTD. REALTY LTD. HULyELTD. TRUST LTD. 1












i 2354 Beacon 2348 Beacon 2489 Beacon
1^ 656-4000 656-3928 ; 656-5511 J
For most people, 
Canadian Tax Law is 
complicated. And 
the new special 
return may add to 
the confusion.
That’s where H&R 
Block comes in. We’ll 
make sure you get 
all your deductions and credits, whether they are 
contained in the form you receive or not. We’re 
income tax specialists. So we can help you out.
This year be sure.
H&RBLOC^
The announcement by the Canadian 
Professional Golfers’ Association last 
week of the rebirth of a Canadian tour 
for the 1980 golf season has local golf 
pro Bill Penny more than pleased.
“I’m freaked out about it,’’ said the 
pro from Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club.
And he has reason to be. Glen 
Meadows will be included on the 20- 
tournament tour. The local club is 
scheduled to host the $20,000 B.C. Open 
here Sept. 11 to 14.
Penny said in an interview last week 
he had not been notified of the tour and 
only learned of it through the morning 
daily paper.
He then contacted the CPGA office in 
Toronto to find out more about-it.
He said the announcement of $35,000 
in prize money for the B.C. Open was a 
little premature, since the club has only 
rounded up $20,000 so far.
Penny explained he told the CPGA he 
hoped to have $35,000, “and quite 
possibly we will,” he said. “But we’re 
not going to announce it until we have 
the money.”
The official golf tour will be the first 
since 1977 which collapsed after 
Imperial Tobacco Ltd. pulled its 
sponsorship of the Peter Jackson tour.
In the following two years, tour­
naments continued to be staged, but not 
as part of any organized tour.
“It’s a start this year,” commented 
Penny.
Part of the reason for the rebirth of 
the tour is because the new format does 
not require heavy funding from a major 
national sponsor.
CPGA executive vice-president Rick 
Janes said the association had been 
working on the tour since last May. “It 
involved a lot of internal organization 
and a lot of co-operation from the 
existing sponsors.'
“The sponsors we have now are local 
to the event and in many ways they work 
better than a national sponsor. Being 
local they’re more interested in the 
individual events and if one happens to 
drop out it doesn’t mean the destruction 
of the tour.”
Penny agreed, “We got it started as 
far as local sponsorship. We’ve got 
some great people behind us in ’Vic­
toria.”
However, Penny was doubtful about 
the possibility of a major international 
tournament staged here in the near 
future — another idea that has come out 
of the CPGA.
The professional golfers’ association 
is presently working on having two 
international tournaments held in 
Canada in 1981 with prize money 
totalling $150,000 each.
The tournaments would attract top 
players from around the world.
However, Penny pointed out this is 
still up in the air and no site has yet been 
chosen.
Last year’s B.C. Open was also held 
at Glen Meadows with Harbour Towers 
and Chateau Victoria the major 
sponsors. In addition, many local 
merchants chipped in their sponsorship.
Other provincial opens to be included 
in the tour along with B.C. are the 
$20,000 Quebec Open, and $15,000 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba Opens.
THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS
Sidney 656 2411
303 - 2453 Beacon Ave. (Holiingworth Bldg.)
(Over Lunn's Deli & Coffee Shop)
" Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Weekdays 
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Parkland senior girls 
basketball squad posted one 
of its best seasons ever this 
year when they captured 
fifth spot in the B.C. Girls 
A championships in 
Langley.
Kelly Hunter was top gun 
for the local club and was 
chosen to the tournament’s 
second all-star Team., 
Teammate^^_GiUian Poole 
vvas,' given an hohpurabie 





Insulation can be 
hand poured or blown 
in. Ideal for topping 
up attic insulation.
30 lb. Bag covers 
70 sq. ft. 2” thick.




Rent a Blower to 
install the Insulation 














2x4x921/4 K.D. Spruce 
Studs..... .$1.95 ea.













a lbs, roe. $29.95,
Sale $2 4.9 5
SPECIALS








24 ”x48"x%" Sanded 
$5.35
90 Lb. Rolled Roofing
toll sq. ft. Oroon or Black
Only $14.95
STD Tar Paper
-100 Sq. Ft, Roll
Only $6.50
WOOD BURNING STOVES
Odiilily cast Iron air tighl wood burners, The Arctic 30” 
fJox Hoaloi at an end of season clearance lo really save 
you monoy, ,, n
4onlyat . ........ ......... ,$185.00
(L "" .................. . ......
PAINT SPECIALS
Canadian Pittsburgh Quality Paints.
Flat Latex
Interior or Exterior - white or can be tinted. Reg. $11.50
Sale$9.95 gal.
ANY LIVIN© ROOM & DINING ROOM
PLUS ONE CHAIR 
— OFFEK EXPIRES — 
IVIarch 31st, 1980
Sfeamatic, the professional 
in-home cleaning service
CALL STEAMATIC TODAY




In the round robin 
section that preceded the 
actual championship 
round. Parkland got off to 
a shaky start with a 45-31 
loss to Kelowna. Kelly
Hunter potted 17 points for 
the locals.
However, Parkland 
ended up in second spot in 
the round robin section 
when they slipped past 
Nechako of Vanderhoof 36- 
32. Nancy Duncan was 
leading scorer with 13 
points.
The vyin pushed Parkland 
'FJ.o, The /championship 
round against; top-ranked 
Little - Flower; Academy of 
Vancouver.
Little Flower , — who 
eventually beat Kelowna in 
the final — nipped 
Parkland 49-36, but were 
forced to make a big
comeback after being down 
25-22 at the halfway mark.
Coach Marg Mainwaring 
said Parkland was the 
victim of poor shooting in 
the second half. Kelly 
Hunter again topped the 
scoring parade with 17 
,-points./;'
Parkland dropped to the 
consolation round, but 
went on to ■ win both 
remaining /games'/foT »^he 
fifth place finish.
They felled Salmo 55-46 
in the first game with Nancy 
Duncan grabbing nine 
baskets for 18 points, and 
then clipped Mountain of 









It's Automatic With Steamatic!
Following league play in 
which they went through 10 
games without a loss, 
Sicily’s Junior Girls 
basketball club turned in a 
fourth place finish at the 
Vancouver Island cham­
pionships in Nanaimo 
recently.
The top three teams m
Pittsburgh Stains








While or Drown baked enamal, Finish in 10’ or 16’ 
leriBlhs.























00 or 100 vyatt 
Piicks of 2 tJulbs
• Only79c
To the voters in Central Saanich: May I ask for your support 




Topping Mix ■,. .2,60
13 tlMortar Mix , , ,$2!60
Bag
AAy Aim
• Lot the Comnuinily Plan work without aftorations.
• Hold the lino on Municipal sponding
ALUMINUM DOWN PIPE
2”x3" white or brown







pionship all came from the 
downtown Victoria area.
Stelly’s kicked off the 
tourney with a 42-38 loss to 
Quamichan of Duncan 
which dropped them 
immediately into the 
consolation round. 
Caroline Anfield topped the 
local scorers with 11 points 
while . team mate Lorna 
Mosher added 10.
Mosher, who threw in 19 
points to lead Stelly’s lo a 
47-43 victory over
Woodlands of Nanaimo in 
the second game.
’The third match was a 
sec-saw battle with Sicily's
Heather Gill tossing in the 
winning basket en route to a ■ 
46-44 win over defending, 
champion A.W, Neill of 
Port Alberni.
The girls gratefully 
thanked Dicrdre Frcethy 
who took on substitute 
coaching duties when their 
regular coach was called to 
Kimberley to the B.C. 
Winter Games.
This weekend Stelly’s 
hosts their last tournament 
of the season. Teams will be 
corning from Courtenay, 
Port Alberni, Nanaimo, 
Duncan, Saanich and 
Victoria. Tipoff is 6 p.m. 
Friday,
THANK
Post service ol 19 years on couikil 
I know thearea of Central Saanich
Your Bantam B Rep Hockey Team, (South 
Island Champions) wishes to thank all their' 
triends and parents for their support in 
making the trip to Calgary possible duringtho 
Easter break,
In particular w0 wish to thank the following;
Continuo to batllo lor roirioval of all scl)'ool costs Irom tho land 
• Keep Party Politics out ol Municipal Councils, If is a grassroots governmont with 
my homo and property at slako,
•Council consists ol 1 rnembors and it oloctod. I will considor ALL matters with an 
open mind foi the good of Central S.;i3nic,H, ,
•i stand on my past rocord. , ”
CANADIAN PUQET SOUND TIMBL'R CO. LTD.
JirnDowd- 
SIDNKY FREIGHT LTD,





Ymir Support on my behalf will be 
greatly appreciated
Ray lamont, 2946 Lamont Rd., 652-2546
GEORGIAN POOLS LTD.
— John Doyle
JOHN GRIEVE MOTORS LTD, 
“• Lawrle Patterson 
THEWEATHERGUARD SHOP 
' Dick fomlin 
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Cardio pulmonar>’ 
resuscitation is 
shown to students 
under watchful eyes 
of Centra! Saanich 
firemen. CPR 
courses are held at 
fireball each month. 










Fun group to join Mayor to open
A group of. people played cards. In a side room off 
the main Lions hall on East Saanich Road a game of 
darts was going on. Evelyn Duncan was busy making 
tea and coffee, preparing sandwiches and cookies. 
And 87-year-old Lilian Molyneux, oldest member of 
the group, sat knitting.
The gathering represented a triumph for Ken
• Garland. He’s been working for more than a year to 
get a Central Saanich New Horizons group off the 
ground. And Thursday, after electing some more 
directors to the board, the group had enough members
- to qualify for a federal grant to set up programs and 
purchase equipment.
Garland was in at the start-up of James Bay New 
, Horizons in 1973. When he moved to Stellys 
Crossroad a few years ago and found there was 
nothing for senior citizens to do he decided to form a 
group.
At first people met in his home — which meant it 
was impossible to expand rapidly. “I could only get so 
many people in my house,” he explained.
It wasn’t until the Lions hall became available that 
his plan really took off. Now there are 60members. It 
' costs S5 a year to join, S7.50 for a couple.
The hall is available six mornings and three af­
ternoons each week and the board, led by president 
ri Gladys; Delbrouck, : is busy trying to organize 
;5.'iProgjams---,\yhen the grant comes through; the Central 
: Saanich group will be able to expand its activities.
■ Suggested items for purchase include equipment for 
carpet bowling and bingo, a film projector and screen, 
' ■■record player, dart board and a microphone. And at 
Thursday’s meeting Mrs. Delbrouck invited members 
to suggest additions to the list and ‘‘tell us what you’d
• like to dO;”
When the weather improves they’ll be barbecues 
and picnics, she said. Right now she’s lining up an 
exercise session and working on help for members 
filling in their income tax returns.
And Tuesday, a bunch of senior citizens got 
together for a trip to the provincial museum.
‘‘We’ve even had a dance,” Mrs. Duncan said. 
‘‘Imagine... a dance in the afternoon. But it was fun,
• we really enjoyed it!”
The group is seeking more members. Interested 
persons aged 55 years and up are invited to attend the 
next meeting to be held March 20 in the Lions Hall.
Full slate of directors are as follows; Mrs. 
Delbrouck, president; Dorothy Bickford, vice- 
president, Ken Garland, secretary-treasurer. Direc­
tors: Mary Harrop, Muriel Heard, Charles Rice, Harry 





St. Andrew’s ACW 
afternoon group is planning 
a Spring Friendship Tea, 2 - 
4 p.m. March 15 in the 
church hall on 4th Street in 
Sidney.
Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey will open the tea 
which features home, 
baking, flowers, novelties, 
cards. All visitors are 
welcome, says Mrs. R.E. 
Bolster, ACW president.
The annual spring tea is 
the group’s only money 
making scheme in the year, 
she says. Proceeds from the 
tea go to various chchurch 
obligations and a 
missionary fund.
Tea, sandwiches and 
cakes will be served. There 
•will be a silver collection.
CLIFFEM INN







11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
And Now Open For Luncheon!
(Every'day bui Tuesvidy) \
25.58 Bevan Ave* For Reservations




How To Wash 
A House 
Or Butidirig
Ilent A High Pressure 
(2000 Lbs. P.S.i.) House Washer
Hundreds o! Uses
Beautify your home 
Give it a yearly house wash 
Prepare it for sale 
Prepare it for painting 
Remove moss and mildew 
Wash windows, swimming pools 
Clean cars^yboats, campers 
Clean concrete surfaces 
Save hours of cleaning time
Sicfriey ■fie/jfa/.s
9773 ■ 5lh:StlVCC }
Disciissioni
public
The ticklish question of 
teachers driving buses on 
school outings rather than 
CUPE members will be 
discussed next Monday at a 
meeting of the education 
committee of Saanich 
school board,
The discussion will be 
held as the result of a letter 
of complaitii to the board 
’from CUPE Local 441 to 
the Saaitich Teachers' 
Association.
• Asked by board members 
whether tlie matter should 
be dis ussed at an open, 
public meeting, lilsic 
















Upper Mall - Town Square
Elevator frotr Parking Lot Entrance (5th & BSSCOP)
I Make a purchase'at Island View Freezer any time until M 
“ March 26, and you will receive free of charge a year's !!
SPRING STOCK ARRIVING FOR BOTH STORES
mhw ywu TUti tuuciVTJ 11 1;T5 UI LTIrirRU 43 yCTirS
subscription to The Sidney Review, Please fill out this_ ------- ---------- Mi u i im  -
I coupon and leave with proof o( purchase or merchant's i
M clumr\ at Iatl«*\a4 CTvaaoa.. ....■ stamp, at Island View Freezer,

















said that she thought it 
could be talked over in­
formally and noi al a board 
meeting,
It should be discussed in 
public, trtistee Gerry 
Kristianson said. Extra cost 
to the taxpayers svas in­
volved and he did not 




WE HAVE AN EXCELLENT SELECTION OF LINGERIE 












r iushing of water mains will be carried oul In stages hetsseen March 17ih and 
April 3rd inclusive. Flushing will start in the south (Canora, Weilcr, etc.) and 
Hnish in ihc north (Allbay, McDonald Park, White Ubch, etc,). Short periods 
(if lovs fitcssutc and discciloutaiion of v,atcr can be expected between ihcxse 
dates. Consumers arc warned to be alert for the discolouration, especially 
before using washing machines, dish washers and other appliances. The 
discolouration is not harmful to hcnlih.
In no case can the Town accept responsibiliiy for any damage arising om of 
the use of discoloured water,
G.S. Logan, A.C.I.S., C.M.t, 
Town Administrator
Watch for Grand Opening
"CATS WHISKERS TWO”
SCHEDULED FOR MARCH 21sf
SENIOR CITIZENS - WE HAVE 
10% OFF FOR YOU ANYTIME!
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F estival of faith
A Festival of Faith will be 
held March 14 and 15 (I 
p.m. Friday to 10 p.m, 
Saturday) at Cadboro Bay 
United Church, 2625 
. Arbutus and St. George’s 
Anglican Church.
Telling their stories and 
sharing their faith will be 
Ron Atwell, a Methodist 
minister in South Africa for 
15 years before emigrating 
to Canada; Sharon 
Moscrip, Doug Krogel and 
Chris Benjamin, young
people involved in their 
respective churches; Les 
and Pat Shumka, members 
of Cordova Bay United 
Church; and facilitator Bud 
Phillips, director of con­
tinuing education and 
associate professor of 
Christian Ministry at the 
Vancouver School of 
Theology.
Registration forms are 
available at Sidney United 
Church, Rev. John 
Davidson.
LEA KIMG








Victoria heart surgeon, Dr. Richard Brownlee, married Susan Milner, also of Victoria, in Friday 




Central Saanich police 
were called to Island View 
Beach last weekend to quell 
a “wild” party in which 
some 200 youths were in 
attendance.
Two charges were laid in 
the disturbance, and Chief 
Bob Miles said the incident 
is one of the earliest starts 
in years to the perennial 
beach party problem.
‘‘They just don’t know 
how to have a qiiiet 
respectable parly,” he said.
The ; chief also 1 warned 
youths no warnings would 
be given to .those Tound 
: with liqubr at,, the sbeachi:
and charges will be laid 
immediately.
In other Central Saanich 
news, police have' ap­
prehended and charged a 
local juvenile in connection 
with a series of six or seven 
break-ins at residences in 
the Gregg Avenue, Hagen 
Road area.
In Sidney RCMP news 
this week, a ‘‘cat burglar” 
was reported in the 
Swiftsure Road area;
Police said that about 3 
a.m. March 5 a person 
entered a residence bn 
Swiftsure through an 
unlocked sliding door and
stole S200 in cash, while the 
owner of the home was 
asleep.
In other news:
»A Victoria man reported 
the theft of a motor valued 
at $1,100 from his sailboat 
parked at Canoe Cove 
Marina last week. The boat 
was awaiting repairs when 
the theft occurred.
The 6th annual St. 
Patrick’s dance of the Irish 
Canadian Cultural 
Association will be held on 
March 15 at the White 
Eagle Hall, Niagara and 
Dock Streets, Victoria.
Dancing 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., 
tickets $5 each and 
available at Hillside Mall 
until Friday, and at White 
Eagle Hall Saturday a.m. 
For more information 
phone 598-2973.
That’s rifjht, just call
656-1151
today and our atJvertisiiig repre­
sentative will iiitrodtiee you to the 
largest marketplace in this area.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
•V andals caused some 
$750 in damage to a tractor 
parked; in the John Dean 
Park area last week. Dirt 
was ■ poured in the engine, 
wiring pulled; apart and 
lights Smashed;:?;., :
’'i'■Si»
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTlfOOD BAY
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities
Prices Effectire i 
Marih 12-16, 1980
>@0 0d 10 0& students 
to visit













mm THE 8 0s mm expemence
9 YEARS OF 
COUNCIL 
EXPERIENCE
Inflation dictates strong budgetary 
control and fiscal management
A week-long exchange of 
.students between North 
Saanich School and Riviere 
du loup, Quebec, which will 
take place late in May, was 
authorized Monday night 
by Saanich school board. 
Twenty-five students will 
make Ihc irip,
Also in May, Saanich 
school district youth choir 
will visil Portland, Banks 
and Tillamook in Oregon 
by bus. Expenses for Ihe 
lour have been raised 
ihrongh siudcni projecls, 
bake sales, choir conccris, 
dances and rummage sales, 
tiranis liave also been 
received from service clubs.
As part of ihe Open 
I louse Canada program 25 
students from Sicily's and 
Parkland will exchange 
with 25 Quebec students 
from Chicouiimim near Lac 
St, Jean, nonheasi of 
Quebec Cily, The week- 
long visits will take place in 
April and May,
j OLYMPIC NO. 1 FRESH
BULK WIENERS .89*
BONELESS Al SIRLOIN |
TIP ROAST ib^2^®
1 LIGHT SIDE PORK
SPARERIBS $139 lb. i
OLYMPIC ASST. VARIETIES «
LUNCH MEATS 60Z. Pkg 5X
Starwberry Jam















Viva Scott’s $1 19
2 roll Pkg. JL
5 YEARS AS 
ALDERMAN IN 
SAANICH
4 YEARS AS 
ALDERMAN IN 
CENTRAL SAANICH
Residence Is In 
Breniwood
Controlled, orderly development with 
strict adherance to official community 
plan and zoning bydaws.
Remove all deficiencies in the sewer 
system.












And w are here lo soivfl its 
niovingiiopulation. It you havo 
jirsl iiiiivisl into il rmw iKuriti,












32 oz. Bll. 1
Light Chunk Tuna
88'Bumble Bee GVi oz. Tin
Cream Corn
















New grandstand for Sandown approved
North Saanich council has thrown its 
support behind a proposal by 
Orangeville Raceway Ltd. to construct a 
new concrete and steel grandstand in 
place of the present wooden structure.
The new grandstand is the first in a 
series of steps to upgrade the racing 
facility.
Other steps include:
•Eventual replacement of all existing 
facilities with modern, attractive, 
permanent buildings.
•Development of a one-half mile 
length track on the infield within the 
perimeter and confines of the existing 
five-eighths track for thoroughbred 
racing.
•Replacement of existing track 
surface.
•Installation of lighting facilities that 
will eventually surround the existing 
track surfaces to enable racing to be 
conducted after sundown.
•Construction of a small trailer park 
facility behind the barn area for persons 
having horses racing at the track.
•Long-range plans for the eventual 
replacement of existing barn facilities 
and enlargement of existing stable 
capacity.
•Possible expansion of the clubhouse 
and grandstand, depending on the 
extent to which patron support enlarges 
over the years.
Council’s support came in the ap­
proval of an application under the 
Agricultural Land Commission Act for 
the construction. Because the racetrack
is within the Agricultural Land Reserve, 
Sandown owners must receive approval 
first from council and the B.C. Land 
Commission.
In the application, Sandown 
owners—Goodwood Park Ltd. and 
Colwood Park Association Ltd. of 
Vancouver — said Orangeville 
Raceways Ltd. will be undertaking the 
renovations.
Orangeville Raceways, also of 
Vancouver, has a lease on the Sandown 
facilities until 1997.
Orangeville indicated in the ap­
plication that by moving to Sandown in 
the summer of 1978 it “undertook a 
major commitment both with respect to 
capital expenditure and the long-term 
future of the racing industry in B.C.’’
Orangeville said the continued use of 
the property requires “the complete 
rebuilding of the existing facilities.’’
“Alterations and repairs will not 
suffice to meet the wear and tear that the 
facilities will experience from the in­
creased support it is anticipated this 
sport will attract over the next few 
years,’’ said the application.
Orangeville said the new grandstand 
will be enclosed with glass on the east 
and west sides and the clubhouse will be 
completely glass enclosed.
Included in the new grandstand will 
be an expanded concession area both in 
the downstairs lounge and in the 
clubhouse on the upper level.
Full course meals will be available and 
Orangeville hopes to obtain a full liquor
licence.
Each of the separate areas of the 
grandstand will have wagering wickets 
and cashiers and close-circuit television 
will provide replays of the races.
As well, the company plans to build a 
new track within the existing five- 
eighths mile track. Presently, with only 
one track, raceway crews must change 
the surfaces between thoroughbred and 
harness racing.
A new track will enable thorough­
breds and harness racing to have ex­
clusive use of their own racing surfaces.
Orangeville Raceway indicated in the 
application that unless “major 
rebuilding’’ is completed by 1981, “it is 
unlikely that the federal government will 
issue a licence to conduct pari-mutual
wagering.
Orangeville also said that it hopes to 
expand harness racing to a year-round 
operation at Sandown.
Its track at Cloverdale, B.C. has 
conducted harness racing during the 
winter months since January, 1976, and 
the success of the operation has at­
tracted an “ever-increasing number of 
quality race horses.’’
This has in turn prompted many horse 
owners, trainers and breeders to move to 
B.C. and establish permanent 
businesses, said Orangeville.
Orangeville also said that though its 
1978 and 1979 .season at Sandown were 
not “financially rewarding’’, they were 
sufficient to prompt the company to 
push for year-round racing here.
'She Sidney Slevlcw SECOND SECTION
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THE DILEMMA:
More space
Sidney and North Saanich folk — 
from tots to pensioners — like to read. 
So much so, in fact, their local lending 
library rates fourth highest in use out of 
the 30 in the Vancouver Island regional 
system.
But if they want to keep reading and 
enjoying and if they want to make sure 
they’re not getting short changed, 
perhaps now is the tirrie for them to get 
behind a big push to relocate, the local 
■dibrary. ■ -V;
The Sidney library on Beacon Avenue 
has been in the same building since 1967 
and with a fast growing population and 
highi J readership, has long beend 
.■;inadequate:v' ^
Area librarian Mary Kierans lists the 
current problems:
•The book collection is inadequate 
due to lack of space. With a combined 
Sidney-North Saanich population of 
11,429 the standard allowance of two 
volumes per capita would put the 
library’s collection at 23,000.
It will only hold a maximum of 9,800.
•Long, narrow room which creates 
difficulties when the library is busy.
•No area for children’s story hour or 
other programs. Some programs are 
moved to other locations in Sidney when 
possible — or curtailed through lack of 
space.
•Seating available only for a very few 
people
•No quiet study areas
•Work area and office inadequate for 
staff, with sometimes three or four 
employees crammed into tiny working 
space.
Big push for another, larger con­
struction will come from the Friends of 
the Library — a group formed locally in 
1979 and headed by president Nell 
Horth. There are groups of Friends all 
over North America but the Sidney 
library is the only one on the Island — 
with the exception of Victoria Public 
Library — to be supported by the group.
The Friends usually form in an area 
when a need develops — as in the case of
the Sidney library, which may run into 
difficulties obtaining approval for the 
move.
Although special provincial library 
grants and lottery funds are available 
there still has to be a local levy and both 
North Saanich and Sidney councils must 
agree to the proposal.
The Friends will work to see that the 
expansion takes place by acting as a 
pressure group and by raising funds. 
The group has 60 members.
Most likely site for the new library is 
the School District 63 office on 3rd 
Street in Sidney. Saanich school board 
plans to relocate its offices to Keating 
Crossroad in 1981. V ^ ^ 
; Kierans says it’s possible to expand at 
the library’s present site but it would 
mean building on another storey and the 
library would require double the current 
staff. As well, extra stairs might not be a 
good idea for the older people who form 
a good percentage of the peninsula’s 
population.
And there are other problems. 
Sanscha Hall doesn’t want to lose any of 
its parking and the department of high­
ways is thinking of putting in a
MaryKlcrans 
... area Librarian
pedestrian overpass at the Pat Bay 
/Beacon Avenue intersection.
“The location here isn’t really very 
good,’’ Kierans says, “Very few 
children can walk to the library here and
Friends of the Library plan 
a book sale March 23 at 
Sanscha Hall. Starting at 
10 a.m. the sale features a 
wide selection of fiction 
and non-fiction, including 
travel, biography and 
autobiography.
The books are both 
library discards and gifts 
the library doesn’t need. 
They’ll sell from 25 cents 
to $5 and there’ll be lots of 
bargains.
Young patron enjoys picture books in library
we’re removed from the main flow of 
cars and pedestrian traffic.
“The school board location would be 
ideal,’’ she says. “Certainly, we’d prefer 
another location rather than expanding 
here.’’
Despite difficulties, Kierans says 
library staff is “extremely proud of our 
services’’ to readers in Sidney and North 
Saanich. (Average number of people 
using the'library daily in 1979 was 
estimated to be between 300 - 350). “But 
we can do much better if we're given the 
chance,’’she says.
Friends president Nell Horth said 
Monday the next move is up to Sidney 
and North Saanich councils. Both will 
have to approve expansion of the library 
in principal. "Wc can’t do much until 
then.’’
She suggests if the two councils could 
finance the library the provincial 
government would contribute one third 
of the costs — enough to provide 
buildings costs, she said. It was also 
possible, she said, for the Friends of the 
l.ibrary to apply for a lotteries grant,
The Sidney library is one of 30 
branches of the Vancouver Iisland 
Regional Library, which was founded in 
1936. As well as its branch libraries — 
from Port Renfrew to Port Hardy and 
from Uculet to Ghemainus — there are 
three bookmobiles with 290 stops which 
help to service an area approximately 
20,000 square miles.
There’s great variation in the size and 
scope of libraries — from the big ones in 
Nanaimo and Port Alberni to the tiny 
branches in logging camps and a trailer 
in Tahsis.
The service is based on the proven 
theory that small, scattered communities 
with limited budgets cannot undertake
good library services on their own, 
however, a central buying and 
processing centre using the combined 
funds oF several communities can 
purchase and make available a large 
collection of books, reference services, 
adult education facilities and all the 
adjuncts of a large public library.
Policy of the VIRL is set by a board 
of management made up of represen­
tatives from the territory served by the 
library. It’s an independent body, run 
by its board, and is not part of any 
government department.
Money is gathered from the served 
area through a uniform mill rate set each 
year to cover the expenses of the library 
system. Director of VIRL is I'red White,
What do you do if you're 35, single, Interested In 
meeting other single people, but you're not tit all 
ttirned on by Ihc disco and bar scene? Not much, 
right?
Maybe not. Perhaps now there is an allcrnailve — 
the Peninsula Singles Club.
Less than a year old, the club has already attained a 
measure of success. It now holds aoncc-a-wcek coffee 
social In addition to a highly successful monthly dance 
attended by close to 2(X) people. And they're all single.
Not bad for an organization that really only got 
going in Aiigust.
The idea for a singles club started early last year 
with founder Jim Gcilcs and frclnd Lorna Lee — both 
of Brentwood Bay.
“Wc were talking about the number of single people 
in the area who need a suitable place to get together 
and meet," said Lee,
“Many of these people do not care to frequent bars, 
a common meeting ground fat singles,”
Lee said Gcilcs had had previous experience in 
organizing a singles club in Vancouver and was sure It 
would be pos.sible here. i
“The first meciinp were held in members' homes 
on a TOtaiing basis," she explained, "Coffee and 
cookies were served and a working nucleus was for*
'■'medj^' ;
Paddy Parlby of Sidney took on the duties of 
president, while Sidney's Colleen Ramsay became 
lieasurcr and Lome Lee was appointed publicity 
chairman.
Madeline Atwood served us social convenor and was 
later replaced by Sheila Hatch.
The rest i.s just histoty, said Lee, The coffee social 
grew and Is now held each Sunday from 7;30 lo 10 
p.m. at New Dimensions Dance Studio, 755 Yates 
Street, next to the Dominion Hotel.
“A half hour dance lesson is given In modern disco 
or more conventional dance steps," said Lee. “This Is 
a fun session and is entered into with a degree of 
humour and enjoyment."
The remainder of the evening Is given over to 
members dancing, talking In the “pleasant" lounge 
area, and sipping coffee.
Also a part rsf the dub’s activities is the monthly 
dance held at McMorran’s Seavlew Room, 5110 
Cordova Day Rond, Denny’s Canned Music provides 
the dancing tunes for pltron.s of all ages, "who range 
from InieJo-; through the fvOr,,” .mtid Lee.
Lee snki tlic club plans to increase its dances to two 
a monib beginning this month. Tliey held tliclr last one 
March 7 and wilt be bolding nnotlier March 21.
Lee also explained a little about the dances. "Here 
again a mass dunce lesson is given. It really was a 
delight to sec 75 members doing the L.A, Hustle or 
The Slush,"
She added a floor show' or dance demonstration Is 
also staged nt most dances, and hostesses arc provided 
to greet single men and women nt the door, and to scat 
them,
"Complete stranger!) arc asked if they will allow 
other patrons to sit with them," said Lee, “and the 
answer is always a pleasant yes.
"As a hostess myself, I frequently feel like Cupid," 
said Lee, adding,“Some ladies ask me not to seat a 
gentleman with them, and I'm careful to do this.
"Some women explain Hint they feel "trapped" by 
having a man nt tlicir table, and do not feel as free to 
mix," ^
Single people on Ihe peninsula interested in the club 
can call .3H2«0333,
Dances cost $4 per person, while the coffee .social 
costs $I ,50, A club mcmhership Is only $10.
FicuLs, bus iii|i,s, and Uliuicis aie scheduled lot the 
coming spilng and summer, and the next executive 
meeting will be at the Dominion Hotel, Tuesday, 
March Hint Span.
To the many residents of The Peninsula who will receive this introductory Issue of 
77ie lievknv, wc hope you will find our local news events, sports and editorials of
inicrcsi and take advantage of the many items offered by our advertisers,
We arc pleased to offer our annual suliscriptioii rate of $8,00 wliiclt can be obtained 
by simply calling any of our offices at:
SIDNBY ()36-1151 , 
BRENTWOOD 652-4631 
ROYAI-OAK 479.2314
Fill in and mail the coupon to: 
The Sidney Review 
P.0, Box 2070 
Sidney, B.C, VHL 3S5
Pfeuse enter my Milxscription fur one year. LJ ...
ITeuse enter my subscription and bill me later, L... J 
(N.n, Senior Citizens rale $7.00 per annum,)
Name
Mnlllnt! Address ................................................................................ ......
■... •,,,,, ,V,', 7,fp , '■
"Servlnn Ihe Reninsnhi Since 1912"
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Sometimes a ^eat notion 
needs help ^ettin^ in motion,
ilii® ■ '
Boat building booms
Program will make a contribution 
towards wages at the level of the 
pnnincial minimum wage. In addition, 
the Program contributes employee 
loenefits and up to S20. per person per 
w'eek to co%'er project overhead costs.
Where do you go frorn here?
Information and project proposal 
application forms are available at 
Canada Emplovinent Centres or 
Employment Cievelopment Branch 
offices.
Does your organization qualify'?
Established, non-profit 
organizations and local governments
may (jualify to receive financial a.ssist- 
ance to hire students.





What projects should you consider?
lb qualify, projects should 
employ at East three students for six to 
18 w eeks between the .5th of May 
and the 5th of September. Propolis 
must be of benefit to student partici­
pants and should be of lasting value to 
fthe cbmmunitv. a:;:,
Deadline for project proposals is 
March 28.
To receive financial assistance to 
hire students, proposals must be 
submitted (post-marked) no later than 
March 28. Of course, it is to your 
organization’s advantage to submit its 
application as early as possible, but 
March 28 is the final d^dline. Now’s 




jEmploi ei .V 
immigration Canada
What staidents will be employed?
1 V Post-secondary or secondary ;
7 students intending to return to school;
: in the Elk (Canadian citizens
or peimanent residents are eligible.
- V Tie Summer Ibuth EmploNTment
If the recent boat show at 
National Boat Sales, 2060 
White Birch Road, is any 
indication, Sidney is fast 
becoming the ship building 
centre of Western Canada.
The unique and highly 
successful show highlighted 
five locally designed and 
constructed boats ranging 
from a small diesel engined 
motor cruiser through two 
sailing craft and up to a 
medium-sized fast trawler 
design.
All boats, marketed 
through National Boat 
Sales, are well finished built 
to e.\acting high standards, 
and indicate the diversity of 
the boat building business 
here.
But National’s Luke 
Kynaston said that boat 
building has long been a 
tradition in these parts.
He pointed out the Clark 
Brothers of Brentwood Bay 
built lifeboats during the 
second world war before 
moving their operation to 
Bosun’s Marina in Sidney 
in 1958.
Then there was the Rodd 
Brothers operation which 
started building at Gorge 
Boathouse in 1926 and later 
moved to Canoe Cove 
where Canoe Cove 
Manufacturing now builds 
powerboats.
As well, Philbrook’s 
Shipyards, originally a 
cabinet making business in 
Victoria, has been building 
commercial vessels and 
yachts in Sidney for the last 
30 years.
The business has come a 
^ long way since then. Today 
there are three entirely new 
operations: Skookum 
Manufacturing, RFC 
Marine, and Saturna 
Yachts.
Why the sudden boom 
now? Knyaston points to a 
couple of reasons, including 
the devaluation of the 
Canadian dollar - making 
; imported ships very . ex- 
■ ' pensive. ■ vV'
/■,; - .■ ,'.X .:V. : X.,'.■■■ .
■ ' ■■ ■'. V
But he says the biggest 
change is an demand for 
Canadian goods, a result oE 
the ipCr^^^^j^fdatioh oh;; ■
An equally .big reason for 
the increased :derhand is the 
better > quality Canadian 
boat builders are now 
offering. No longer will the 
west lag behind eastern 
companies like C&C 
Yachts, Hughes, Aberg, 
and Tanzer, said Kynaston.
The Pacific Pilot 27 is in production at Skookum Manufacturing
'■,r: .
Boats on display featured 
the Coaster 23 (featured in 
the FebC 23 Review) 
designed by local marine 
architect John Lovett and 
the brainchild of Dick 
Chudley of R.F.C. Marine.
A workboat version of 
the Coaster as well as a 
larger diesel cruiser are in 
the works and should 
provide plenty of work for
the factory on Pat Bay 
Highway. '
Pacific Pilot 27 was 
another Lovett-designed 
ship on show. Seen for the 
first time last September at 
a show in Vancouver, the 27 
attracted some interest and 
is now in production at 
Skookum Manufacturing, 
owned by Barry Bender.
The Pacific Pilot has five
EMPLOYERS—- you can bonollt when you open up 
n new job (or young people In your Buslnesa or 
Farm oporatlon. Provide on opportunity (or aornoono 
to learn worthwhile job aldlls, and the Province o( 
British Columbia will share the coat of wages with you.
There are many young people willing and able to 
bocorno productive members o( our province’s work 
force, When ihoy do, il bonolits everybody, All they 
riaecl is the opportunity. You can give them that 
opportunity in a job that provides a good training 
eypfirienfio, and we’ll help you do it. We'll share the 
cost of wages with you when you hire an eligible 
young person for olthor a summer or permanent job 
that will allow them to learn ris they go and develop 
rnarkritable .skills, The system is simple with a 
minimum of paper work,
You can hire the person of your choice or wo can
assist you in finding young people whoso Interests 
and talents match your job requirements.
Here's how It works.
It’s easy to participate. If your business or farm has 
beonin operation for al least one year, the Ministry 
of Labour will help you pay the wages of up to five 
young people. Wo will pay between $1.40 and $2,50 
per hour as our share of the cost. For those jobs 
that will load to permanent erhployment with your 
firm, we will consider funding (or up to twelve 
months duration. Jobs may start anytime after April 
Int, 1980, but we suggest that applications bo for­
warded early — allowing six v/eoks for processing. 
How to apply:
Applicatlohs for funding are available from any 
Provincial Government Agent, Ministry of Labour 




Now in Sidney to Serve You 
at 2420 Beacon 
Phone 656-4243
Income Tax Preparation
Financial Consulting and 
Bookkeejiing Servic es
Authori/.ed Agents tor 
First City Trust
Hours:
*) to 5:30 Monday through Friday 
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berths with a large dinette 
amidships converting to a 
big double berth. Her sloop 
rig is tall for a motor sailer 
and carried some 330 
square feet of sail as 
standard.
As well, William Garden, 
i n t er na t io n a 11 y- k now n 
marine architect who lives 
off Toad Landing in 
Sidney, had several of his 
boats on display.
Garden’s Truant 33 was 
one of the eye-catchers at 
the show. .A double-ender 
hull that has a lot of 
freeboard with a 
pronounced sheer and high 
flared bow, gives the ship a 
very dry ride.
Built in Central Saanich 
by Saturna Yachts Inc., the 
33 has a displacement of 
13,700 pounds, and a 
ballast of 5,000 pounds, 
making for a .stiff sailing 
boat,
Garden also had on 
display the Truant 370 — a 
37-rootcr built by Iriiani 
Marine, of Saltspring 
Island, and is scheduled to 
make her debut at the False 
Creek Merchants Boat 
Show in May in Vancouver,
Finally, there was 
Garden’s Family Cat — the , 
most photogenic boat in the 
show.
The Cat is familiar to 
yachtsmen in the eastern ‘ 
U.S., but is a rarity in 
Western Canada. It has 
been in production since 
last June at Bill Boyd’s 
Saanichton shop, with nine 
boats built to date — three 
of those .sold to buyers in 
the U.S.
Her overall length is 23- 
feet, but her beam is an 
extraordinary 10-feet, 
making her very stiff and 
stable. The interior, with 
four berths is beautifully 
finished with traditional 
woodwork, and heating is 
by wood/coal burning 
stove.
Last, but not least, there 
was the Philbrook’s E 3200 
Express ’I'ravvlcr from the 
drawing board of Enno 
Lcpmirm, An evolvemeht 
ol the I’hilbrook’s Saphirc 
.31, Ibis (raw'lcr had an 
overall length of32-feet and 
a beam of 11-fect, four- 
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Willi each cleaning order over $8 at Village Valet, 
you will receive free of charge a year’s subscription I 
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BAR AND CABARET MANAGER
I leave, with proof of purchase or Merchant's stamp, il 
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Former Central Saanich 
mayor Jean Butler officially 
opened the municipality’s 
emergency services complex 
Saturday and received the 
first ambulance ride after 
the ceremony when she 
became ill and was tran­
sported to Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
The problem was not 
serious, though and Mrs. 
Butler, who is recuperating 
from a recent heart attack, 
soon returned to the 
complex.
Acting-Mayor George 
McFarlane was emcee for 
the ceremonies which in­
cluded short speeches by 
Butler and Hugh Curtis, 
MLA and minister of 
finance, and a benediction 
by Rev. Ivan Futter, St. 
Stephens Church.
Mayor Butler said the $35 
per square foot complex 
was designed to care for the 
communities needs for the 
next 20 years and had been 
brought to completion debt 
free.
It would be open 24 
hours each day for the 
safety and convenience of 
the people of Central 
Saanich she said, and urged 
continued use by municipal 
groups, such as had been 
enjoyed in the old building.
Hugh Curtis said Central 
Saanich came of age with 
the planning, foresight and 
the pay-as-you-go policy 
which culminated in the 
completion of the complex. 
It was a tremendous credit 
to the people and the 
council of Central Saanich 
that the building was 
completed without debt, he 
said.
The way to retire f
Recently retired from an active life with Air 
Canada, Harvey Currie threw himself into 
helping the Canadian Cancer Society. He 
became president of the Sidney and North 
Saanich unit and did a magnificent job.
He also came up with an original idea. Why 
not package and sell holly to holly-starved 
areas of Canada before Christmas?
First thing was to get the holly. Mrs. Olive 
Hawkins of Saanich and Mr. and Mrs. C.
Wakefield of Brentwood volunteered to 
supply from their crops. Kitty Currie helped 
package the product and a group of unit 
workers came out all day to sell, with Joan 
Beattie in charge of the crew.
Ellehammer Industries donated plastic bags. 
' Hotel Sidney helped in many ways and Pacific 
Western Airlines offered to By a ton of the 
product east.
“Bless ’em all,” said Harvey.
The project raised $1,570.(X) for the cancer 
fund and now Harvey is being advised to slow 
down as the success of the operation threatens 
to go national and he has too much on his 
plate.
With devoted people and firms like this, 
their achievements help to balance the 
depressing news in the world, says a society 




Former Central Saanich mayor Jean Butler presides over ceremonies
Students of Stelly’s 
school in conjunction with 
the Central Saanich 
Lionettes and Lions will 
conduct a blood donor 
clinic at the school, 2-8 
p.m. March 20. 
Babysitting is available 
and refreshments will be
served.
There arc two drivers 
available to pick up 
donors, if necessary, who 
can be reached at 656-3775 
and 652-2340. Another 
school on southern 
Vancouver Island has had 
300 donors.
Sharing resources
North Saanich council 
has unanimously accepted a 
proposal from the Victoria 
Labour Council that its 
members be considered for 
appointment to various 
local boards and com­
mittees.
The labour council offer 
came in a letter from 
secretary-treasurer J.W. 
Groves.
‘ ‘The Labour Council is 
conscious of its respon­
sibilities in the community 
and would appreciate " the
opportunity to share with 
your council some of the 
concerns and problems,’’ 
Groves wrote.
“Within our membership 
there is a very wide range of 
experience and knowledge 
in many of the areas of 
concern to the com­
munity.’’
The council encompasses 
83 unions, including 21,775 
members.
Aid. Jim Cumming 
suggested council accept the 
offer and use the services 
when the occasion arises. 
Cumming added the labour
council could provide 
services in areas such as 
planning, construction, etc.
Aid. Dermid Bingham 
asked if labour council 
members were to sit on 
boards with North Saanich 
council representatives. 
Cumming replied he was 
“thinking more of asking 
them for special or extra 
advice’’.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
agreed, “They have a pool 
of resources they are of­
fering.” He said they 
wouldn’t be sitting on any 
boards.
NOTICE OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
OF MEMBERS






DATE: Thursday, March20, 1980 
TIME: 12:00 Noon
PLACE: Silver Threads Centre 
U4 Centennial Square
There will be a Luncheon, the cost of which is $3.75. 
Please confirm your attendance (385-6708) by March 
14th.
PLEASE NOTE; Any individual over the age of 18 
years or an incorporated company, having con­
tributed not less than one dollar to the 1979 United 
Way Campaign, qualifies for membership in the 
United Way of Greater Victoria and is entitled to be 
present and vote at the Annual General Meeting.
COMMUNITY SERVICE
A Director of Central Saanich Ratepayers Association.
Past Secretary, Advisory Committee on Education for Aging.
AS YOUR REPRESENTATIVE ON 
COUNCIL I WILL DO MY BEST:
To maintain and improve the quality of life in this municipality.
To work with community groups to devise a plan to lessen vandalism in Central 
Saanich.
To listen to individuals and community groups in an effort to solve their 
problems.
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RICHMOND LIME
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FRAM OIL FILTERS 
PH8, PH13,
PH30, PH43
WIENERS reg. vac. pack. Ib.
$119
COUNTRY MORNING 175 gr,
bologna, mac,&cheese, mock chick.
LUNCHEON MEATS ea,
COUNTRY MORNING 175 gr.
summer salami, luncheon headcheese,
COOKED MEATS ea /¥^
Loin centre cut —Double loin lb. »i«
— Loin ib»i«
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GOLDEN DELICIOUS -r,
APPLES 3 lb bag 89^^
,SN0 BOY
CELERY:^ '
GREEN ONIONS 2 bunches 39*^^
89TOMATO JUICE canned mushrooms J*™ “ ..
. CO-OP STEMS & PIECES cO-OP
W 10 oz. # CAKE MIXES 500-530 gr,02>^
PINK SALMON TOP DOG
CO-OP 
48 oz. 79













ORANGE JUICE 48 oz
CO-OP WHOLE « dm
.&12oz.OO^KERNEL CORN



















Kim LIHER 10 lbs





"WHERE EVERY DAY LOW SHELF PRICES
AmE THE DIFFERENCE”
immmimammmmmmimmmmMmmmmmmimsm
Peninsula Consumer Services Co-operative
2132 KEATING X ROAD, CENTRAL SAANICH
Phone G52-1188





SHOP LOCALLY FOR FRIENDLY SERVICE AND COMPETITIVE PRICING
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Sidney Noarly-New 
9781 2ndSt."656-3511 
Sidney Bargain Mouse 
2372 Beacon " 650-3621 
Brentwood Bargain Born 
7115 West Saanich 652-171 1
CANDY STORES
Brentwood Candyman
//8-7120 WosI Saanich Rd. --652-1833
Sidney Candyman







Foot of Beacon-"- 656-2642
APPLIANCES
Sidney Appliance Centre
2388 Beacon Ave,— 656-3422
ARTS AND CRAFTS
Marsh Centre of Art
2447 Beacon Ave, ” 656-0222
Sidney Art
2505 BoacoriAvo,-•656-4812
Fantasia Fashions for Children 
1209 Verdier Avo --652-3,553
CHILDCARE
P.a.I.s. Child Centre
#210 • 2405 Beacon Avo, - 656-7822
CONTRACTORS
Keyword Industries
10114 McDonald Park Rtl -- 656-7201
FLORISTS
Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 West Saanich Rd, - 652-2131 
Holloway's Sidney Florist 
2499 Beacon Avo, --656-3313
HARDWARE STORES 
Brentwood Hardware and Athletics 
7103 West Saanich Rd." 652-2822 
Mitchell and Anderson Lumber Company
2506 Deacon Avo,..  656-1134
Sidney Link Hardware 
2411 Beacon Ave, --656-27 12 
Towns-End Hardware 
119/Vordior Avo, — 652-4224
LUMBER AND SUPPLIES PHARMACIES
FOOTWEAR
Sidney Art
2505 Beacon Ave— 656'4ai2
HOTELS, MOTELS AND INNS
Hotofsidney
2537 BeaconAvo...  656-1131
Victoria Airport Travelodge 
2280 BeaconAvo, • 656-11 76
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES
Andy's Auto Disco 




Island Furniture Mart 








Royal Bank of Canada 
1183 Vordlor "652-ll73 
Royal Bank ol Canada 
2464 Boacon-656-3947
BATH BOUTIQUES 
P. & B. Plumbing and Bath Supplies 
9783 -ardSt. ”656-2514 
The Happy Cooker 
2405 Beacon- 056-471 1
DRY CLEANERS
Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 Wost Seat!Ich Rd, ” 65 2-232 2 
Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 





7A-7120 West Saanich Rd,- 652-1555
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
Sidney Clean-Up Service 
10229 McDonald Park Rd, -656-1920
GIFT SHOPS
Miramar Cards and Things
2457 Ooacon-656-4316
TheThought'Shop






9813 • 3rd St. -656-2945
GUSS AND MIRRORS
SidnnyGlass
ion 4 McDonald Pork Rd, ■656-1313
BEAUTY SALONS
KapteynHalr
#1-7120 West Saanich Rd, - 652-1222, 









7I05B West Saanieh Rd. - 652-3422
OwliEyo Books





Alisa's Fine FabTici 
2405 Ur/acon Ave, —656-5831 
Cher Cloth
2317 Beacon Ave, ~ 656>6212 
Georgette's Fabrics and Crafts










Sidney Super Foods Downtown Sidney 
(acrO!,s from Hotel Sidney)
Queen's Pay-Less Grocery
10163 Rosthaven Dr. • ■ 656-1912
Red Htrbin Foorls
7855 E. Saanich Rd, ■" 652-4712
Peninsula Co-Op




















Gal's Pal Ladies Wear
7855 Fact Saar,ich Rd. •-65;:-472l
LAUNDROMATS
Wnshlmr~^




2046 KeatingX Road ■652 1 121
MARINE SERVICES 
Roy's All-Bay Marine Services 




2238 HarbourRd.-- 656-3167 
Hill Sails
10134 McDotmld Park Rd - 656-4033 
Skookum Manufacturing 
2072 Honry -656-731 1
MARINE SUPPLIES
Shoppers Drug Mart
2341 Beacon Ave.-656-1102 
Sidney Pharmacy
2416 Deacon Avo, -- 656-i 168
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 




2401 BoaconAve,..  656-6613
PETS AND SUPPLIES
Aquatiol Pet Shop ~
2337 BoaconAve. -• 6,56-3314
Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
9732 1st5t. -rjOe-GGai 




7005 East iaanicliRd -(152-2411 
Sidney Moat Market 
9/86-2ndSl, - 656-7535
652-3143 MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES











P, & B. Plumbing and Bath Supplies
9783 - 3rd St,- 656-2.514
PRINTERS 
Arbutus Press 
9734 • 1st St.
(Corner 1st and Bevan) - 656-5316 
Manning Press 





2444 Beacon Avo, — 656-1 154
RESTAURANTS 
Baysliore Family Restaurant 
612 Verdier Ave.- 652 -3622 
Clipper Inn.









2391 Beacon Avo, -■ 656-1922 
HarbourTexaco
10421 Resthaven Dr; "656-5033 
Pickering Auto-Marine 
2491 B(}van Avo, - 656-2422
SHOE STORES
Fredrick'slihoes




Brent wo(Kl Bay Strorting Goods.
7105AW, Saanich Rd," 652-5614 
Harvey's Sporting Goods 
2485 BoaconAve. "656-4393





981/ Resthaven Dr, "656-5544
TOYS
Sidney Toyland r
2436 BoaconAve •■"656-1411 
Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe 
»3 -7120 W Saanich Rd." 652-5838
UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPES
Danish Upholstery








Next to Sidney Super Foods
PAINT AND WALLPAPER




2145 Keating XRd. " 652-441 1
VARIETY STORES 
Sidney News and Variety 
2440 BoaconAve, --656-2345
SAND, GRAVEL AND CEMENT ' ,
Beacon Ready-Mil
2068 Henry-eSG'Sb'jS ■ v
Butler Bros. Concrete
KoalingXRd, ■ Oldlield Rd, •'--652-4484
Satellite Industrie*
2.527 Boviin Avo, -656-3222
Sidney Fireplace Shop 
9788 •2ru1St. --GSe-SSai
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for some very good reasons
□
□
Shop Locailp at,.. THE MAMSH CENTRE OF AMT
Take a second look at that empty 
store at 2447 Beacon. It is now a 
new venture, a new business, a new 
gallery — brimming with original 
and unique arts and crafts pro­
duced exclusively by people of the 
Gulf Islands and the peninsula. The 
doors of Pat Marsh’s new enterprise 
opened on March 1 upon very 
promising prospects.
The Art Centre offers paintings 
and sketches in watercolor, oil, pen 
and ink; woodcarvings: art photo­
graphy; beautiful products of local 
weavers — tapestries, carpets, gar­
ments; pottery vases and goblets; 
wrought-iron mirrors; macrame. 
There are apple-faced dolls (collec­
tor's items, really) and children’s 
marionettes.
V.,
Pat and her husband moved 
here from Yellowknife in January 
“to retire’’, and the Marsh Centre of 
Art is the wonderful whirlwind result 
of her first eight weeks of quiet re­
tirement. Pat ran a picture-framing 
business years ago in England, and 
when her artistic eye noted the 
quality of our local arts and crafts.
she could not sit back and let an 
attractive, empty shop stay empty.
“Be original — give an original,” 
is her slogan, and there are gifts to 
accommodate all tastes and all 
pockets.
Hours are Monday through 
Saturday. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
fRiENDLY SERVICE
When you shop in Saanich, gou deal with 
neighbours, people who care about 
' -— and your repeat business.
□
□
Shop Locm at . . . LAMM COPELAND
MUSIC CENTRE
Last fall, Lann Copeland opened 
his music centre at 7174-A West 
Saanich Road in Brentwood, offer­
ing a music school for study of 
piano, organ, accordion and guitar, 
as well as a showroom for purchase 
of musical instruments.
Enrolment in tlie music school 
exceeded his expectations. His 
three highly qualified, professional 
teachers have full schedules, and 
apparently you can’t start too 
young, Several three-year-olds are 
studying basic piano, and doing 
quite well, There are still .some 
openings, and summer seminars 
arc planned. The school carries all 
necessary instructional material.
and there is a large variety of popu­
lar music for casual purchase.
The adjoining showroom offers 
the music lover a changing and 
tempting collection of pianos, 
organs and guitars, new and used. 
Lann takes great pleasure in guid­
ing a customer to the right piano or 
organ purchase.
A concert artist himself, Lann is 
staff organist for Wurlitzer Canada, 
Ltd., and travels extensively 
throughout Canada and the U.S. 
demonstrating the famous Wurlit- 
zer instruments.
The music centre is open Mon­




When you think of it,visitors travel hundreds of miles 
for our spectacular scenery;. Aren't we fortunate we can do 
our dailp shopping amid such splendor!
G
H
Shop Locally at .. . LANGLAND GARDEN CENTRE
Known some year.s ago in Sidney 
as “Ihe bulb lady”, .selling imported 
bulbs out of her garage, Hc‘lt>n 1 ,ang 
now runs a successful and popular 
^garden ccnlre, Open seasonally 
' from March into .July, and again 
Sepleiriber lo Uecenilutr, the ceiv 
tre is located just outside tire Sidney 
Super Foods at Ihe fool of Beacon.
Helpful lilnis are handed out 
freely with Iho shrubs and flowers; 
Helen writes Ihe weekly garden col­
umn in The Review.
Staff are friendly and knowledg- 
able, and they do enjoy their work. 
Assisting are Marla Schnuten and 
l.onla Leflu.
Bedding plants an* treated like 
house fjuest.s (“perliaps better”, 
says Helen). He*rlthy and 'well-
maintained, tire plants are hand 
pkketl ftom local wholesale nurser­
ies, mostly from ihi.i Islarid, lioses 
come from Abbot-sford,
Bulbs are .still Helen’s sf-iedally, 
She has a variety of large lilies, pink 
c.illa lilies i;uu! Ivvo vautitie;. uf liaidy
amaryllis, lo rrame a few of the I'lar- 
der- lo-find bulbs,
Timely advice to gardrmers; “Be, 
patient, i’lant a little later than you’d 
like to avoid a selbi'ick.''
Hr;>uri)are a,in, to5.30p.rn, 
Moi'id’iy througfi S-alurday,
irs SO EASY
Easg onyou, and onyour pockeibook. The shops and 
businesses listed here are just around the corner. 




It’s a competitive world, and no one knows 
that better than our Peninsula merchants. Shop and 
compare: gou’ll be favourably surprised.'
□
□
Shop Locaiiy at. .
Roy Hunt has relocated his 
marine mechanical repair business 
at 10134 MacDonald Park Road, 
with convenient access off the Pat 
Bay Highway at the Beacon lights. . 
Roy is pleased indeed, for now he 
has 2,000 square feet of shop area 
where he can work all-weather on 
his customer’s boats. The alumi­
num quonset hut, rising 20 feet high
‘l ^
-.1, . ISa- , --
ROY’S ALL-BAY MARINA
in the centre, is fitted with skylights, 
giving a bright, clean shop that any­
one could envy. The fenced and 
locked yard can accommodate 20 
to 30 boats.
Roy’s All-Bay specializes in re­
pair to engines and outdrives — in 
repowering boats and repairing 
steering and trailers. There is a full 
line of test equipment. Staff include
S3E'
8&6-7023 SlOtiE'f
factory certified mechanics from 
Johnson, OMC, Volvo and Mer- 
Cruiser. Honda, Seagull and Evin- 
rude motors are also serviced. By 
summer, there will be four qualified 
mechanics on hand. Customer 
boats can be hauled to the spot if 
required.
Customers come from the Gulf 
Islands and Sooke, even from as far 
away as Nanaimo, Nanoosc Bay 
and Alert Bay, speaking well for the 
top quality work offered by this 
firm.
Roy has operated a business in 
Sidney for 16 years, and when he 
has time, he and his family enjoy 
some boating themselves.










nearly everything you’ll ever needf 
you won’t find anywhere dlsel
E]
lE
Shop Locally at... PICKERING AUTO-MARME
It must be one of the happiest 
service stations. Jack and Jim Pick­
ering (father and son) moved out 
from Alberta a few mortths ago and 
opened for business here March L 
They are all smiles about their deci­
sion to live on the peninsula.
Pickering Auto-Marine, at the 
corner of 2nd and Bevan in Sidney, 
specializes in all kinds of marine 
electrical repairs, They repair, re­
build and exchange generators, 
alternators and starters in all big 
boats, from pleasure craft to large
commercial fishing boats. At pre­
sent, you have to bring your faulty 
system in to Pickering’s, but a 
"portable” on-the-spot service is 
planned for the future.
For your automobile, whatever 
its make, you can expect an excel­
lent tune-up. The specialty Is muf­
flers, and a complete line of shock 
absorbers will soon be in stock; Jim 
says that he has fairly good electric­
al stock (or imported cars, and he is 
particularly proud of his slock for 
older, even vintage, boats and cars. 
Some parts on hand date to the 
,194()s.
The experienced staff includes 
Stewart Warren, Ted Stafford and 
Rick Kazab.




Dollars spent here tend to stay here. When you shop 




Shop locaiiy at. . . BRENTWOOD BAY
SPORTING GOODS
Drop in to Brentwood Bay Sport­
ing (loods to gaze at tows upon 
rows of glistening, n<.!w bicycles in a 
bright and airy display room, 
tJriougli to start a yearning for Ihe 
trail In any of us And for those who 
want a little less in a hlcyde, ihert! 
are unicyclci. or atlull Iricydes, (or 
that little extra,
Hetman Vandenbeli's .store al 
71 (,'!.i-A Wiist Saanicit Hoad is well- 
known not only frsr Its stork, In,it lor 
Its excellent repair tmd mainie- 
nance rm vice, -baiiie day set vice II 
w<! r an ” s.tys I lerman
Trades are .'iccepled on bikes, 
ami all used bikes aw overhaulmi 
and ('anv a llacio month warranty.
A full line of oilittr sporting equip­
ment is also carried, Gear for base­
ball, soccer, lennfs, hochfiy, fishing 
plus skatt’ sharpfiiilng and a trade- 
in service on skates,
Herman lakes a great Interest In 
serving his customers well, and In 
being part of the community. A na­
tive of Httlland, he moved to Brent­
wood from Ottawa in 1977 with fils 
wife and two sons, Already he (cels 
deeply rooted, Ho Is a member of 
Central Saanich l.ions, and his firm 
s|tonsors two local sjrortfl teams — 
boys’ soccer and girls' baseball.
Store hours art? 9 a.m. lo 6 p.m. 
Monday ilirough Saturday,
-S








M!SC. FOE SALE HELP WASTES mm
ONE ADJUSTABLE DESK LAMP, ono 
pole lamp, one twin swag lamp, plus 








2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
ElECTROLUX VACUUM, oil oc- 
cessories, excellent condition. Phono 
652-9387 alter 5 p.m. 035-11
BED-CHESTERFIELD. in excellent 
condition. $295; riding mower, with 




Small business situated in 
Sidney. Great future 
potential, family oriented. 
Financing can be arranged. 




TWO BED CORNER CROUP with toble. 
three bolsters. Orange/brown plaid 
covers. Excolleot condition. $185. 






THE MENNONITE TREASUREY OF 
RECIPES - 224 poges. spiral bound. 
$7.50 postpaid. Carillon Centennial 
Cookbook - soft cover, $2.50 post­
paid. Corillon Festive Foods Cook­
book - soft cover, $2.50 postpaid. 
Derksen Printers, Steinbach, Man. 
R0A2A0. 11
Bookkeeper/Receptionist
For 1 girl office located in 
Sidney District. Must be 
familiar with one-write 
system and able to take 
books to trial balance.
50 wpm. This 
full-time in an 
construction 
business and succe'^sful 
person must be able to take 
charge of office. Salary 
negotiable with experience. 
Please phone 656-7201 for 
further details. 051-11
SPEEDY GARDEN SERVICE. Good 
reliable work. Please coll otter 4 p.m. 
656-6859. tf
Crosswalk ‘dangerous’
MOST PHASES of gardening orul 
landscaping . also garden deiiqi* 
Coll Charlos Vauirm. 656 1595 oltof 5 
ptn. lOtf
CHICKS - brown egg layers, white 
leghorns, white rocks, order early 
ship anywhere. Napier Chick Soles, 
6743 • 216th St., Box 59, Milner, B.C, 




NEED HEU* with spring cleaning? 652- 
1971. 054-11 BUSINESS PEESONALS
PLASTERING, STUCCO. DRYWAIL, 
Textured ceilings. Renovations our 
speciolty. Coll Bob or Blue 656-2462 
between 8:30 ond 9:30 o.m. week 
days only. )\
INCOME TAX RETURNS PREPARED.
Will come to shutins, seniors, In 
Sidney area. Reasonable rotes. 
Experienced. 656-1290. 14
LADIES AND GfcNllEMEN. port one 
full time help needed in Sidtiey and 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
overage woges. Phono 470-9566. 24- 
tf
PROBLEMS WITH CLEANING? We do 
bottoms of boats, concrete patios, 
landings, floors In barns, and 
garages etc., etc.. For information 
phone 656-0096. We also sond-blost & 
repaint vour boot. 11
SOUTH SIDNEY 
Set on 1/2 ac. at end of quiet 
cul-de-sac this 3 BR. no­
step home offers room and 
comfort. W/W throughout. 
Lge. kitchen with eating 
area. Bar off L.R. Attached 
2 car garage, ample 
parking. Asking $99,500.
1975 CAT D6X, ripper, ongle blade or 
V-blade, 60% U/C, fully enclosed cab 
- Prince George - $93,500; 1973 CAT 
966C c/w WELDCO gropple, near new 
G.P. bucket, 23.5c25. 80% tires, 
Tube-Lok ROPS, machir>e presently 
inspected • Voncouvor - $72,000; 1974 
2% cubic yard P7H Excavator, 
bucket with teeth. GM power, low 
hours - Vancouver - $152,000; 1973 
MOUNTAIN LOGGER skidder. three 
to choose from, all low hours, ex­
cellent condition • Vancouver, 
Kamloops, Cranbrook -$34,500 eoch. 
Phone 324-2446 or 853-0950. 11
REWARD
Yourself — your friends. 
Become a Vanda Beauty 
Counsellor. Learn about 
skin care. Work your own 
hours. No territory. No 
quotas. Earn extra $. Info. 
477-9921. 12
GARDEN SERVICE: Pruning. 
Von Schuckmonn. 656-1990. 30-11 BUS. CF/JETUNITIES
NO JOB TOO SMALL. Young car- 
penter willing to do fences, sun- 
decks, renovations, pointing etc. All 
work guaranteed. Phone Ron 656- 




8938 HARO PARK 
TERRACE
Enjoy superb views of 
Sidney, the Gulf Islands 
and Mt. Baker from this 
charming 3 BR. one level 
home in beautiful Dean 
Park Estates. Soaring 
ceilings indirect lighting, 
built-in vacuum system and 
very attractive low interest 
mortgage are only some of 
the reasons you should see 
this home, especially since 
the, price has now been 





2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1134 
M.L.S. REALTORS
FOR SALE - Doors! B.C.'s lowest 
prices! Pre-hung Interior, $19.90; 
solid exterior pre-hung, $59; 
panelled doors, $39; closet bi-folds, 
$17.90; deadbolt locks, $9.90; 
Condo's lorgest selection. Write or 
phone for further Information. 
Walker Door Ltd., 1366 S.W. Marino 
Dr., Vancouver, V6P 5Z9. (phone 266- 
1101 or 1589 Garden Ave., North 
Vancouver. V7P 3A5 (phone 985- 
9714). n
OLDER PERSON REQUIRED April 1st. 
Mon.-Fri.. 5 p.m. - 9 p.m. in small 
marina hardware store. Replies to 
Box 2382, Sidney. B.C. 0042-11
ACREAGE LOTS FOR SALE. One lot Is 
opproximotely 20 acres, the other lot 
approximately 22 acres. Located
MODERN DAIRY FARM, new bom. 
surge parlour. 50 cows, line 
machinery, 6 quarters, 740 
cultivated, excellent buildings. Bruce 
Davis, Box 764, Roblin, Manitoba. 12
EXCITING FUTURE for self-starting .. 
advertising monoger on one of B.C.'s 
rapidly expanding community 
newspapers near the Lower 
Mainland. Excellent working con­
ditions. Close to North America's 
finest ski areas and championship 
golf course. Generous salary and 
commission program. Write Claude 
Hoodspith, 1422 Pemberton Ave., 







Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-3297
MOTEL • Southern Alberta, 22 units, 4 
years old, excellent condition, 
growing town, high occuponcy rote, 
oir conditioned, color T.V., 4-bed 
living quarters. Gross over $150,000. 
Price $650,000. Send replies to: 439- 
13th St. N.W, Calgary, Alta. T2N 1Z3.
1 1
Sidney council will ask 
the ministry of highways to 
take another look at in­
stalling a light at the 
crosswalk on Beacon 
Avenue at Seventh Street.
The move follows a letter 
from the Sidney elementary 
parents’ auxiliary pointing 
out the dangers of the 
crosswalk and requesting 
action on it.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
agreed the crosswalk is 
dangerous. “I for one am 
certainly familiar with it,” 
she commented.
She said that despite the 
crosswalk, she has seen as
highways would not ap­
prove the installation of a 
light.
Council will take the 
matter up at a meeting with 
the ministry of highways. 
North Saanich council, and 
Saanich school board 
scheduled for sometime in 
the ne,xt month or six 
weeks.
The parents suggested a 
red flashing light be in­
stalled, ‘‘or at the very 
least” hire an adult 
crossing guard.
At present intermediate
students are being used as 
crossing guards, and the 
parents feel this is too great 
a responsibility for this age 
group.
‘‘We hope that a child 
does not have to be hurl 
before the council acts on 







INVEST I West acreage, Binta Lake. 
Rural property west Vanderhoof, fast 
food and gomes Fraser Lake, fast 
food and billiards Smithers. Rose 
Munro, 562-8967. Block Bros. Prince 
George 563-7775,11




However, she added that 
in the past the ministry of
ANNOUNCEMENTS
INVESTMENT MONEY REQUIRED in 
connection with the manufacture of 
new product. Only serious investors 
need apply. Contact Sonsht Enter­
prises Ltd., Box 683 Summerlond B.C. 
VOH IZO. Phone 494-5466. 11
half mile up Bold Hill Road, off High- KENWORTH with 1973 Columbia
way #35, 6 miles south of Burns Lake, long log rigging. 350 Cummins. RTO 
These lots ore subdividable and hove 12515 transmission. 44,000 single 
very good potential. Any inquiries at reduction rearend, radial rubber, 
first log house on the left going op $30,000.00. Phone 992-7335 or 992- 
Bald Hill Rood or phone 692-3646 7533Quesnel. 11
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC required 
by busy Nanaimo AMC Jeep dealer. 
Excellent working conditions in union 
shop. Reply to Service Manager, Box 
238. Lantrvllle. B.C. VOR 2H0. Phone 
390-4033. 11
125 STALL TRAILER PARK. Loun- 
dromat, showers, electric hookups, 
house. Potentiol for growth excellent 
returns. Onwer retiring. Klondike 
gold comp. Box 65 Dawson, Yukon, 
YOB IGO. Phone (403) 993-5366. 11
IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OFBRITISHCOLUMBIA
in the matter of an 
Applicationto Modify 
A Restrictive Covenant 
Affecting
Victoria lond Title 
Office Title tf59752-W
AUTOS g gOATS GULF SERVICE STATION and Variety Store. Gross over $350,000 onnuoliy. 
Asking $165,000. Includes stock and 
equipment, $50,000. Phone 690-7262 
or 690-7559. Box 175, Fort Fraser, 
B.C.V0J3A0. 13
TAKE NOTICE lhat GEORGE M. 
PULLIN Intends to apply to the 
Supremo Court of British Columbia 
for on Order directing the Registrar 
of Titles of the VIctorlo Lond Title 
Office, Victoria, British Columbia, to 
allow the subdlviilon of ihe following 
lands:
after 5 p.m. 11
WILD&WOpLLY 
Two side by side lots, A4 
and 1 ac., on a treed south 
slope, with double frontage 
on Tatlow and Laurel roads 





TOILET-TRAIN YOUR CAT in days to 
use your bathroom toilet. 
Revolutionary new method. Com­
plete kit with detailed instructions. 
Send $6.95 to Real Cots Meow, Box 97 
Merritt, B.C. V0K2B0. 11
JOURNEYMAN or experienced 
welders, mochinsts and mechanics 
for expanding welding and welding 
shop. Send resume to Manager, Box 
1650, Lioydminster. Alta. S9V 1K6. 11
1969 FORD STATION WAGON, $450 
or best offer. Good running order. 
656-6656. 064-12
TWO KDROOM house In 





QUIET COUPLE, no children, need 
house in North Saanich by May 1st. 
388-8011 and 479-2178. 033-11
JOHN DEERE 3S0C Dozer with ROPS 
canopy, dirt and cleoring blode. With 
or without winch approximately 1500 
hours. A-1 condition. Phone 858-5001 
after 6 p.m. 11
Karel Drost If 656-2427; 
Ben Richardson f 656-6958 
Helen Penz 656-7630; 




URGENTLY NEEDED — oc; 
: cornmodation in Sidney for working 
mother and one small child. 656- 
591B. ■ ; : ^ osB-l 1
QUIET MATURE' MAN without "pets 
requires two-.r; or .three-room 
housekeeping, suite in the Sidney
OLYMPUS OM10 with 50mm 1.6 tens 
and case, $328.88 - 20 units at this 
price - Don't delay - Wilfs Photo 
Centre, #9, 1551 Estevon, Nanaimo, 
B.C. V9S 3Y5. Phone 753-9434. 11
FORESTRY TECHNICIAN Federated 
-Co-operatives requires an ex­
perienced Forstry Technician. 
Applicants should have forestry 
dlptoma-ond 2-3 years experience in 
B.C. forest industry. Forward resume 
to Personnel Manager, Federated Co­
operatives Box 1300, Reveistoke, 
B.C, V0E2S0. 11
,76 GLASSPLY BOAT, 21 % ft.. Sedan 
style, 165 Mercruiser. stern canvas, 
CB, DS. tandem Roadrunner trailer, 
$11,500,479-57(72. tf
GET READY FOR SUMMER. Power 
flush your, motor with new 
theomostot. $45.00. Open Mon, • Fri. 
9-4:30 p.m. Sot. 8-1:00 p.m. 13
BY OWNER. Investor opportunity. % 
mile loke frontage, 100 beautiful 
acres, good timber, subdivision 
approved in growth area; newer 
basement log home plus 3 modern 
motel units. All services. Great 
hunting, fishing and recreation area. 
Off Highway 24, Bridge Lake. Clear 
title. Trodes, terrris etc. Negotiable to 
mid 90's. F.P. Phone 593-4475. 11
Amended Lot9. (DD 294776-1 of 
Section 6 Range 3 East, North 
Soonich District. Plan 7129.
Those persons whose Interest In land 
may be affected by the said sub­
division may moketheir objections, if 
any, known to theundersigned or the 
Victoria Registry of the Supreme 
Court of British Columbia no later 
than Thursdoy, March 27th. 1980.
Res.
as soon as possible. 656-7725 
V 50-tf •
CEMENT ; BLOCK BUILDING three 
years old, 16' h»gh,-3000 sq. ft. Three 
; :12'xl4' overhead doors;, property 
; 150'xlOO', fluorescent, lighting;' .well 
Insulated, heated. Many uses. Call 
Tom 378-4632. Merritt. B.C. 11
TREASURER — VILLAGE OF VAN- 
DERHOOF. - Position: (a) Is the 
principal financial officer of the 
Municipality, (b) Is responsible for 
the billing of taxes and utilities; 
collecting of '.mohiesV accoOiitin^





ST. JEAN'S CANNERY now open for 
custom canning sport fish. We also 
smoke or smoko/con. Assorted 
seofood gift pack ovaliabie. 1360 







Three bdrm. unit in the 
Blue Sky Acres. \ Vi baths, 
utility area, storage shed, 
southern exposure. Ideal 
starter. $37,900.
DUPLEX
Side by side 1 bdrm. units 
only 2 blocks off Beacon 
AVe. 60’xl20’ lot zoned B- 
3, Rent $17o/sidc. MLS. 
$.55,000.
NE W LISTING 
FAMILY HOME 
Terrific value in this home. 
Two bedim up, living 
room, big bright kitchen 
with eating area, 3rd bdrm, 
plus rce, room downstairs. 
50x123 lot with fenced rear 




Renting now - 2 bedroom 
suites in' Marina Court, 
9843 Second Street, Sidney. 
Adult oriented, spacious, 
and attractive with fireplace 
from $390.00 per month. 
To view, please call:
George Strieker 
388-5464 Pager 577 
Res. 592-0726
062-11,26
73 GMC P/UP, radial tiros, good 
condition, 6 cyl, 3 speed, std. 60,000. 
$2,750.009- 5 p.m. 656-3831. 046-11
VIKING FRIDGE with freezer, right 
hand, also Westlnghouse ronge, both 
white, good working condition, $85 
each. 656-1560. 049-11
PORTABLE 3-SPEED record player, 
$50; storoo unit stand with record 
slots, $25; 6 first love pattern dinner 
knives brand new. hair dryer, $20. 
Phone 656-4001, 015-11
GARAGE SALE • wooden tables, 
bods, bookcases, fridge, tools, toys 
plus mlsc. household Itoms. 2141 
Skylark Lone, Sat, and Sun., March 
15th and 16th. 044-11
procedures, malntendnce ,cind : 
posting of monual- lodgers) 
preparation of the annual ond long 
term capital budget, (c) Attends' 
council and committee meetings, (d) 
Is a member of. the Senior 
Management team for. decision 
making. The Person: (a) An • In­
dividual who has a number of years 
of business or municipal financial 
experience, (b) Able to organize, 
direct and supervise office staff, (c) 
Able to communicate effectively with 
staff, members of Courrcll and tho 
general public.; Salary will be 
commensurate with quoliflcotions 
and experience. Appllconts are 
requested to reply in writing sup­
plying a complete resume of 
qualifications and experience, 
stating ago, supplying references 
ond stoting salary expectations. This 
competition will close at 5:00 p.m. 
March 21st, 1980, with applications 
being directed to: The Admlnlstrotor, 
Corporation of the Village of Van* 











tlic iari>cst one-stop 
'•.qiiipnicnt Rciilul Yard on 
the Saanich Peninsula.- 
Auihorixefr dealer ror. 
TORO, I.'aWNBOY and' 
'SNAPPFR.
■\Ve rcpaii all makes.
DIVORCEI $100 + tiling lees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone - fast. For hiore information 
•i.call THE L'AW SHOPPE'of JACK D.
^ JAMES. M.B.A.,' 116, tpil'-Tree' 112-.
a> e a 'co i!
687-2442). Chargex ond Master- 
charge welcomed. ^ 38-tf
JAMES W. ROBERTSON 
c Henley & Robertson 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2456 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, British Columbia 
V8L 1X6 656-7231 
SOLICITOR FOR THE APPLICANT:
TRYING TO LOCATE Q young man; 
born February 17, 1957. Believed to 
hove token Administrotlon course In 
regional college. Informotlon: Coll 
Lynn (792-1128 (collect). 87
SAAN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE
ASSOCIATION services for the 
family, Individuol. marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (Town Holl). tf
Reel Mower Specialists.
INCORPORATE! $200 plus tiling foes, 
Incorporate yourself • fast - over tho 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services ore lawyer approved. Coll 
Self Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035. Chargex and 
Maslorcharqo approved. 47-11
AVAIUDLE APRIL l$T. Uppo/duplex, 
3 [ooms plus kllchonello ar«t bath, 
wall'lo.walt enrpot. drapos, itovo 
and frldgo suppllod. Adults only. No 




Bosorntml nnd cloon-up jobs. Phoiia 
*'52 4035, 37.ll
APPLICATIONS INVITED tor Works 
Foromon. CUPE contract. $11.46 per 
hour. Close Morch I7lh, contact S, 
Sloorn, Admlnlsltolor, Vlllogo ol 





WANTED TO $HARE RIDE and ox- 
pbnsos from Roy Rood and Pol Boy 
Highway to Parliament Buildings. 
8:00 ■ 3:30 or 4:00 Mon. . Fri, Plooso 
coll 382-0863 evenings and 
weekends. 034-11
LQGT g FOUND
HOUSE TO RENT unlurnishod, March
31, Ardfiiore area, beautiful con­
dition, 4 bdrms, stove, fridge, dish­
washer ond drapes, $600 per month, 
References required, 656-4073 , 030- 
11'
HUMMEL FIGURES and plates; Roygi 
Dolton Figures and Toby Jugs oUu 
iMIlllorlo Swords, Bayonets, Bodges ■ 
ond Module. 383 0405; 3(16 0911. 10 it.
FULL TIME Laboratory Charge 
tochnologlst required lor 30 bed 
hospital. For further Information 
conloci Ihe Admlnlilrnlor, Arrow 
Lakes Hospital, Box 87, Nakusp, B.C, 





LOST ONE NAVY BLUE JACKET with 
block leather key cose In pockol. 
Ploosnphone47fl-417l. 047-11
LOST: Pouch and tools on East 
Saonich Rood between McTovlsh and 









Notice of Intention lo Close Port ol o 
20 It, Lone Which Runs Oft Gowlond 
Point Rood Adjotenl to Lot 7, Plan 
3'20fl7, Section !, Pei-:der Island, 
Cowlchon Dislricf
Notice Is hereby given that H is the 
intention ol Iho Ministry of Tron- 
sporlotion 8 Hlghwoys to close port 
of a 20 II, lone which . runs oft 
Gowlond Point Pood odioconl lo Lot 
7, Plan 32007, Section 2, Pender 
Islond, CowlchonDIslrlcl. This lone Is 
lo bo ro-osloblished bolwoon Lot 6 8 
7, Plan 32007, Section 2, Ponder 
Island. CowIchoiiDlsIrlct.
Submissions in wilting regarding this 
intended rood closure will be 
tocoivod by Iho DIsirIcl Highways 
Mo:iagor, Minlsliy ol Tronsportotion 
8 Hlghwoys: Sto. 103 ■ 4475 
VIowmoni Avonuo, Victoria, DC., 
VBZ 5KH, uplo 2;00p.m., March24lh. 
1980.
RETAIL IPACEi 1235 sq, ll,or,2307tq,
II. ovollohio Apill I ot Von Isle 
Morlno on Harbour Rood, Sidney. 
656-11311, 052-11
WANTEDi two pair ol iJownhIII and 
two pair ol cross-country ikl gloves, 
652 3030. 038 11
RETIREMENT HOME 
Built In 1972 asa rciia*mcnt 
liome. The house ha.s many 
outstanding I'cainres, No 
.steps, 2 bdrms., I Vi liaths, 
in-line living and dining 
room over-looking an 
enclosed svindeek. Attached 
garage, 50,xl.10 lot. Price is 
$64,000. MLS.
SIDNKY
3 bedrooms, t'ireiJlacc, 
\Vi batii, no pets. 
Reference required. $450 
per montli. Phone Mike 





WAN I KD UUr.KN I LY 
Men and women wiili 
own transportation, 
good lionu! keeping 
skills and inlerc.stcd In 
personal care, need tc> 
act as members of the 
health care teani on the 
Snanicli Peninsula. Call 
656-0134, 11
OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS, Growing 
commorclal printing plant 45 mllas 
north ol Cnlgnry roquirns Im- 
modlololy; Mulllgraph and 
Holdolborg Kord ollsal press 
oporolor with colour isxp»rl«nc«. 
ExcullenI simployaa henotlls nnd 
wngos. Coll lor Inlervlow, Oovli 
Publishing IIH;, DIdsbury, Alin, (403) 
X15-330I, II
.lUSTMK
.Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal aitcniion lo all' 
oldci s. Plioiie 656-4754
COMING EVENTS
WANTED IMMEDIATIlVi 
Managor/lnslructor lor woikihop lor 
diivolopniantnlly hondlcappncl. Must 
tiavo woadwinklng axpiitlsncii, 
mothonlcal, Backgroutid axporlani;* 
with ivinnlally Irandlcappnd un ussat 
hut not n«c«s»ory, Salary msgollobln. 
Doodllnn Morch 28, Apply Bnuhlv* 
Workshop, Box 1550, Druylcm Volley, 
Alla, TOE OMO, Phonn (403) 542-31 1,1. 
..12. ...
DOORS! B.C.'s lowest prices I Pro- 
liung Interior, $19.90; solid Exterior 
pre-hung, $59; panelled doors, $39; 
closet hllolds, $17.90; Doodhoh 
locks, $9.90, Canado'i largest 
soincilorri Write or plione lor further 
Inlormallon. Wolkor Door Ltd., 1366 
S.W. Morlno Dr,, Vancouver V6P 5Z9 
(phnne 273-1101) or 15119 GcircUm 
Ave,. Nt)tih Voncouvor V7P 3A5 
(plrorio 905 9714),
ST. ANDREWS A.C.W, "FRIENDSHIP"
too to bo hold March I5lh, 2 • 4 p.m, 
In Margarol Vaughon Blrclr Holl, Sale 
ol novelties, cords, home baking etc, 
A warm welcome Is exioncIrHt lo oil,
n
BUIIDINOT Complete supervision 
and mnnogemenl, rosldenllnl and 
commercial. Phono Mlirhell 
Mnrsnqemnril limited 656-5185, 11
RUTH CHAPTER «2 O.E.S. will hold a 
SI. Patricks Tea and solo ol hand- 
wrjtk, home . baking, "while 
nlnphcinls ', plants, “penny rcrltle" 
ami draws, Sal, Marcli 15lh, 2-4 p.rn, 
al Ml, Nev/lan Masonic Hall, tosi 
Saanich Masonic Hall, All welcome, 
11,.
ARDMORE LOT 
Located on Jura Road. 1.0 
acres. Tills is an ideal 
holding property as the 
road ha.s not yet been built. 
MLS.$28.9(K).
IF YOU ENJOY OARDININO, do iT
year routrd using on olurnlrrurn ond 
glass greenhrrtjsel Wrilo (or tree 
brochure to; B.C. Greenhauie 
Builders, 7333 ■ 6lh St,, Burnaby, B.C, 
V.IN 312. Mall orders rtow available,
It
S' ••
wo X100 LOT 
Cozy 2 bedrm bungalow on 
a big lot. Idving room and 
kitchen are nice nnd bright, 
carport in rear. Large 
garden area, MLS. $55,(XX), 
JOHN BRUCE 
656-6151 656-20.3




3H0 Case. “Construction 
King” Loader. Rops 
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Downeo Slreal Sowwills Ulvlilon has 
openings Ion Corillled Sawliiief or 
Round Saw Filer eipd o Cerlllled 
Bonchman. Pleose forward resume la 
Personnel Mirnager, federated Co- 





Audlllrloutn, Honey, B.C. Solurdoy 
March 22ntl, 8 p.m Fnlrnnts len 
$5,00. Admission Adults $2,50, 
children 12 and under (roe. For 
litrlhor Inlormallon phorro 463 4664, 
ir
WORK WANTED
RIOISTIRID SIBERIAN HUSKY ptrpi, 
KInaolek working dogs, Alim 
Snowdanter hlnodllnes. Coppermine 
lor show, froiiyaire, Karnovanda, 
Wollden Same pel stock, Phono 676- 
3247 and 576-43511, B')29 - I87lh Sl,m
SAANICH DISTRICT YOUTH CHOIR
rummage and homo baking sale - 
Brentwood UriMod Church Hall, 
Solurdoy, March IS, 10 00o.m. - t;(K) 
p.rn. M
A SHOW OF PAINTINGS BY Joyce 
Mitchell In ho hold nt Dales Picture 
Crolls, 7B3rorl St., Victoria, Opening 
Sunday, Morch 30, cordlrtulng dally 
9:30.5;30 la April 5. 13
REAL EDTATF 
WANTED '
CHINUI HOOK lUO, grey ground,
t6‘M«.6'.6ri6 r/rih. U.lu 11
bc/im.
IF i WU Akk lllrHAIIsinal seirrrrgyuut 
woierffpol properly in Sidney but 
don't wont to move, cull us oi 3H3, 
4263, We are Irnnsierred East nnd 
will tniy rrtiw tnrl need m
(upoftrry Irsr ofew yersti, 11
THRU Fliei OlDIR STYLE 
suite, $100, brown tryhsn rocking 
choir, $35, wolnut ond table, 15; lined 
grdd lloi'cil drapes, S4’'xl44'', mot- 
kliiiig .Wwuie h«\t tpieini, $|uj, (ill rrt 
•xcellenl condrllcxr; Irnllochitch Irom 
a'65C.hev, $10 479 3M)n, ggj.),
good
PERSON FOR HOUSEWORK once n 
week, Ardmore oteo, 656 5497. 053-
n....;....'...............................................
CtEANING 'lady'»o''(1o''iighr'houie 
work (nr recent widower, *'. day 
twine 0 tnonlh In the SIdniity oreo. 
Own Irnnsporlntlnn required. 14,00 
per hour. Cull 055,11
Oini.S YCOMAH hi piu.idw ullut
ir haol cot# lor iwn young girls, Some 
light houielrold duties. Area. Deep 
Cove School, Own ironsporl 
estenliol, 656-5649evenlriqs. 059-11
Get ready for summer 
I'owcr flush your motor 
inchitling thermostat, $45, 
Open Mon. - Fri. 9-4:30 
p.m,, Sat, 8-1'.fXIp.m, 





C.K.C. REOItTERED CMOCOIATE lAB.
puppies, born February 21 si, Breit for 
hunting ond lemperan'enl, Canadian 
and Airiirlcon cltumplonihlp 
hloodllnei. Reserve yours eorly. 
Dunenn 746-7949, 9,00 - 10 00 o.m, or
2-00 • 3 _00ji,m._____    JJ
NoiwioiAN’T(tK"HOUND''’injFM^^^^
Port' OcitUt, two liners, OIKereril
bloodlines, sfiowi pel quality, 
Regiilured, warmed, loHaed, voc- 
tlnoted, Bearhery Kennels, W,R, 2, 
Gonges,'Snlftpiing Island, B.C, VOS 
ItO, Phone 537.2377. 11
SAANICH PARENTS FOR FRENCH will 
hold their regular meellrrg Mar, I Bill 
B 00 p.m, In Ihe Mulll-Pirrpasa Roam 
1)1 the Punofamii Leisure Centre, Dr. 
orrd Mrs, Mills will be ipeoklng, 
Phnne 656-1293, H
IE MEMOniAM
TWIN lEDI NOT NEW but In
rumJlIluri. ntolhesies, f’liorie
652 3449 840 11
hllt.HLi4 lllL^LKii and wu.ier- 
s/wnlitesses wdnteri tor pari lime 
ond (ult lime work, opply In persoti 
between 2-4 p tn Mnndoy to Fridoy 
ot C.lon Meodnwt Ctdl nnd Cnuntty 
Club. 050-11
NO JOB TOO IMAll. Young tngllsli 
cattxsnler. 5 years apprenticeship. 
Ounrnnieed wfttk, Crill Sieve 656-
':nin ri
HANDYMAN • small o(ipllen(ei, 
leaky taucels, broken cord ends elc. 
No jnb loo smnll, lair prires, Georfle 
McConnell, 656-ZhTO, 13
MAiKtNZIl BROTHERS RED ANGUS 
BULL SAll, Awllon Maikel. Fori 
Mndeod, Ahoi, Baluldriy, April 12. 
100 p m, top SO yearling hull at 
Chireshalm lesi, 1, 2 year olds,'2 - 
y«iit r.iUU, Bluod lines, Slaitnulong 
Chlet 5i|| Big Dan, Great
Norihetn, ternen lesHei Tmied lar 
espcirl, lOO iiay lepoiT avollohle an 
h"|M(*i1,. Dwi Aiotkencle, Mounluirt
View, Alta TOX 1 NO 11
MR, l,C, BAlilY, I’tiTi olToK^iru-khti 
A.tt.i Ptrtitiiimt, pristiud uvvtiy March 
9lh. Mo leoves la mauin his wile 
Mdiel, Peniitioii, Omtghler Jiiane, 
Kelawna, Sons Roherl H„ Sidney, 
James, Wlnrtsnr, nnri Argyle, 
Ti.ii.t- i, Om. y, uiij ..iMla.im
find gieni-grandihlldren. Ho will be 
lemembered by nniny ol his goad 
Sovenih Day Advenlist Irle.Ws, while 
work Ing ol Ih* Rnsl Haven Hrnpilnl 
056.1 I
SUBJta to II-IE CONStNT OF 






ROSS — Dr. Douglas Robert Ross of 
Sidney. B.C., at Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on March 6, 1980. Survived 
by his wife, Elizabeth; sons, Robert, 
Colin and James; daughters. Helen 
and Jean; and five grondchildren. 
Privote cremation. Flowers grofofulJy 
declined, donations may be made to 
the B.C. Heort Foundation, 1(X)8 
Blonshard, Victoria. V8W 2H5. 
Arrangements through the Memorial 
Society of B.C. and First Memoriol 
Services. 11


















AVAILABLE AT JUST *6 per sq. ft. 
in BEACON PLAZA - SIDNEY
LARGE ENKDUGH FOR HARDWARE 
OR FURNITURE OUTLET 
many OTHER POS,SlBILITIES.
AVAILABLEAPRILI, 1980
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Beacon Taxi ol Sidney ltd, li applying 
lo Motor CorrleiCommliilon lor the 
following rote Iniieotet.
CHABUR RATES
I. Tho lollowinfl rale! will apply lor 
oM Iripi, with the exception ol 
Woddlngv anri Funoralc, when on 
Irourly role, ai >n1 out under Hem 
2 hotool will d(iply,
(1) For Iho Hril one-tevenlh (l-'T) 
loaded kllontoire or traction 
IlieieuI - It ,10,
(2) For oocl) oddlllonni one- 
lovonlh (1.'7) loaded 
kilometre ijr Irocllori ihoreol 
-■ lOconli,
, Note:
Walling lime oppileahio to 
tflpi cnrtlcd (yul In accordant# 
with hem,) »hn|l be rhorgod 
lor on IhtijnllowliiQ ba»U,
For each (wenly lout locund* 
ol wcillliiji lime oiler the tlril 
three (3) nilnuloi — 10cent*. 
Frovlioi
Choneri 4 loit than on# hour 
xhall be toinpuled on tho ha»l» 
•hnwn In Hem 1 heriiol, ridded 
lo the walling lime provided In 
Note; Item 1,
Where a cliryrier extend* iu on 
houi or mar#, the tolnl 
chorge* tlinll he cornpulod in 
the mmoway, hul »ub|et1 la o 
minimum ol $16.00 (or Iho lint 
hinir, im4 10 cent* lor eoch 
oddlllonol twenty-tour (24) 
*ei:onrti, , , ,
2 IM*rnl*inlFe*|
' When 0 vehicle It colled ond
Upon nirivni U ni)l lequhedi o
dltmlHcil lee tholl he thnrged 
rulolbwii
(o) II the jmlnl to which the 
.vehicle.I* celled i* within 
Ihree P) kllcvmelr#* ot the 
ppocelni'etlcmd --$1,10.
(b) For eiith odclillon ono- 
(eveoHi kilometre nr 
tracnoplhereot -»Itl'cenli.
PUT A LiniE SUNSHINE IN 
TOUR DAY ...
"COULDN'T FIND ANV THUMOTACKSI "
-PLEASE NOTE NEW HOURS
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 P.M, 
Mon. to Fri.
Siiii.sliliie SuvnUurial Service
656-56d/ 2452 Ikacon Ave.

























«22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 
















Golf Course Construction. 










Fence Posts, Digging, 50 











Ihrough Steam Extroctlon 













Ans. Serv. 381 -6142
Serving Saonkh Peninsula
Electrical General Services
All types of brick ond block work, 
new fireplaces or repair your old 
one — no lob too smoil.
656-5091
PLASTERING
Stucco - Drywall 


















“Big or small 
we will do them all”



































Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 









One call does and Tractor Service
it all. Rotovating & Levelling
385-7755 with Convenient Tractor656-1397
Industrial-Residential 
Commercial Wiring 









Duct work. Chimneys, 





















, Emergency Service 
Avoiloble After 
Regulor Hours 

















Quick - Tidy- ElllcinnI
SAM
THE’ROOFER
your rootingFor all 
needs.
Shakes, Shingles, Tar& 










Car & House openups
Phone 656-4211


























9812 - 4th St. , Sidney
Government certified technician 





Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 
Window Glass • Mirrors 
Windshields Installed 
InsuranceClolms 
Promptly Handled ^ 
rl 0114 McDonald 
ParCRdJ / ^ 656-1313
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING S WELDING 
GO VERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE




WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT
F.R. ANDERSEN R.I.A. 
PHONE 652-1769
Specializing in; i’. 
•Income Tax »
(Personal & Corporate) 
•Payroll
•Small Business Accounts M-tf
‘ Distinctivo Framing '
\ ".Nttillrwork, I'lt’fiif'i’w’ ^ ;




To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 






BACK FIUING —LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES












Now specinlizing inj 
finishing carpentry, I 
cabinets and btiili-ins, 
rninpus rooms, repairs, I 
additions — no job too |
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
laMjIBBEall m«r(.rui/er
lACIORY AUTIIORI/EI) REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. SIERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUniOARDS. MERCRUISER 
,SIERN DRIVE,











I Rcnoviile and Save


































A & B BOAT TOPS































niimmiHHil nuii lisliinfi 
pf.uu. 656'.*i6,^J
PIANO TUNER & REPAIRS 
- n, Will,1 AMS-- 
573/Ph, 652-
•IMANOTUNlNfi 
RE-STIUNC ■ ■ IT.LTINC, 
ONSKJm ASPECIAETY
• ADIUSTS VQIf EIIAMMERS
ACTRlN.VSOIlNDSFRVIf’F ro 
IHJBI 1C-.- TEACHERS.
SCHOOL Ol’ MUSIC, CI.UUS A CHURCHES 
f»95(»\V AELACE DR,, BRENI WOOD BAY
AfAX HOMBand 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Window*. Floor* < Corpnti
Homoil, Ollltsi 
Goiinr cunning






AI*o IIOMlino W*ll ilnlUtr on* lo 
tlif«» yofd* ot *ni'<l or Qrnv*l.
y .....
Bowling means a great 
deal to Ernie Ulatchford, 
and lie proves il every 
Wednesday morning.
Ernie is a member of the 
Golden Ager.s Ecaguc at 
Miracle Lanes in Sidney, 
and arrives promptly at 
9:30 a,m. each Wcdne.sday, 
in order to participate,
, Nothing too startling about 
that you might well say 
iiniil you learn that he 
recently moved to Norili 
Vancouver.
Each Wednesday, F.rnle 
drives the 30 miles to 
Tsawwn.sscn, boards as a 
foot passenger, nnd is 
picked up and delivered to 
the lanes by Alf and 
Frances Dewars. The 
reason? Ernie believes it’s 




Sharon Simsbury, Tuesday 
Commercial Ecaguc, wlio 
won Ihe Victoria Times 
Bowler of the Week award, 
for her recent 8E5 triple, 
Sharon is the second 
recipient of the award this 
year from Miracle Lanes.
Congratulations also, to 
last week's top bowlcr.s who 
recorded the fine .scores
listed below;
Credit, Union: K. Tripp 
684 (250); I.. Tripp 032 
(282).
Tuesday Cuuiiiicieiai; U, 
Neal 711 (258): T. Cronk 
747 (299);
(255).
Legion E. Riddell 719 
(274): D, Rolph 706 (289); 
Rowena Nunn 663 (222).
Ladies Bessie Roberts 622 
(224); Frances Hodrug 620 
(292); Peggy Cusden 614 
(224).
Thursday Comincrcinl 
Pixie Stark 655 (255),
Golden Agers Mabel 
Jones 697; Lid Madsen 713 
(326),,
Remember men, tills is 
the final week of 
quaiil'icaiion for ihc King 
of Ihc Ijiitcs compciiiion, 
Make ccrlaln your name is 
on the list If you record tlic 
highcsl pins over average 
for your team, during tlic 
second game. , ,
By HELEN LANG
One of the most exciting things 1 have run across 
recently as far as gardening is concerned, is the “pre­
sprouting” of seeds. Many of you will be familiar with 
pre-.soaking bean and pea seed, before planting. Some 
of you who are busy people may have left the seed (as 1 
have) sitting in water for several days in a cup or cottage 
container, on the kitchen window sill.
Maybe you have wakened in the middle of the night, 
with a Start, and thought "Oh, Lord, those blasted 
beans!” “Or, even worse, gone for a glass of water, and 
staggered back a bit, at some elusive, and repulsive, 
odor!
The beans, again! Guiltily you look, and sure enough 
the water on the beans is bubbling a bit, and the poor 
beans that have survived the fermentation have long 
curling sprouts. The bubbling water is a “no-no” but 
you are onto a very good thing!
1 am fortunate in having a greenhouse, and a couple 
of weeks ago decided to grow some patio tomatoes.
Those of you who are “greenhouseless” don’t heed to 
worry; tomato seed need not be planted for another , 
couple of weeks since the young plants don’t go into the 
garden until May.
Anyway, 1 decided to “pre-sprout” the tomato seed.
The seed package stated germination would take 
anywhere from 10 to 14 days.
First I took a sheet of wet paper towelling and laid it 
on the kitchen counter. Carefully 1 spread the tomato 
seed on the towelling, making sure no seed was touching 
any other. Next 1 covered the seed with another sheet of 
wet towelling, and put the whole business in a sealed 
plastic bag so the seed would remain moist.
1 then put this bag on top of the hot water heater.
That hot water heater really gets a lot of use in this 
house.. .half the time 1 couldn’t tell you the colour of the 
top, it’s usually hurried under a lot of sprouting seeds.
To get back to the tomato seed. To my amazement 
four days after starting them, when 1 held The plastic 
bag up to the light, I could see there were a lot of little 
tails attached to the seeds...they had sprouted!
It is a sound idea to get this sprouted seed into soil as 
soon as you can. All those little tails are roots, and they 
grow right through the paper making it a real chore to 
get them loose without breaking the roots off. One of 
the advantages to “pre-sprouting” is that you know v T 
before you plant the seeds exactly how many oi" them 
. you can expect to grow.'"T -TT:
Each “pre-sprouted” seed may be placed in its T 
separate container to grow on until you transplant yoiir 
seedling outside. Those of youiwho are used to growing 
seeds in flats,’ will know the annoyance experienced 
- When half:the seed fails ;to germihaieV'ahd' theTfui^ther '' 
difficulty you experience; when it comes to pricking 
them put of the flaEvyithout breaking some of those 
;. precious roots.
All this can be avoided if you pre-sprouE 
Seeds that appear to be dead, of are slow to germinate 
may as well be discarded. Just as you would choose the 
strongest plants to put in your garden, it makes sense to 
plant only the most vigorous of the sprouting seeds.
Those of you who loye asparagus, and have turned 
pale at the price of it in the supermarkets, may want to 
plant an asparagus bed. If you plan to move in the next 
couple of years don’t bother. Asparagus beds arc things 
you plant when you expect lo stay in the .same place for 
some time to come.
First of all pick a spot in the vegetable garden that is 
well drained and dig yourself a trench about 10 inches 
deep. Make a slight hill down the centre of the trench so 
the asparagus roots may be planted pointing down the 
sides of this “hill”. Each plant should be about 16 
inches from its nearest neighbour.
The soil you will be using to cover the plants should 
be mixed with good fertilizer, preferably manure 
(rolled) and lime added. Cover the young plants with 
about two inches of tills soil mixture, and us the 
asparagus grows keep adding soil until almost ground 
level. I like to leave a small depression so that ii is easier 
10 water.
We used to gather sea weed and lay it on top of the 
soil around Ihc plnnis. They seem to iove the .saltiness, 
and seaweed makes super fertilizer as well.
Don’t cut any of ihc asparagus shoots ihi.s year., the 
plum needs all the foliage to encourage good root 
growlli, but next year you souk! be able to take a few 
shooi.s from each plain, and llie year after you are 
‘'liomc-frce", allluiiigh il is siigge.sicd that you don’t 




Tlie following seminars 
will be lield at 3:05 p.m. in 
Ihe midiiorliim of the 
Insiilule ofOccun Sciences, 
9860 West Suanich Road, 
March 19 - Lairy
Albrighi, Simon Fraser 
University -Ueicrotroplite 
bacieritil tlynainics of tlie 
lO'MT Fraser River, iif, 
plume nnd (he Strait of 
Cieofgia,
Mttrch 25 - Barbara 
Hickey, , LHiiveifiily ot 
Washington
The Sidney and Norlli Saanich unit of the Ganadinii 
f'ancer Socieiy, is gearing up for Its aninial April drive. 
At the aniumi general meciiiig Fch, 5 at tlic Hotel 
Sidney, Julienne l/Hirondellc was elected president; 
Barbara Mailicws, secretary, Kutlilecn (Kitty) Ciirrlc,
Ireiisurcr, Campaign cliairnien arc Joan Bcuiiie, 
icsideniial, and Don Clowes, commercial,
Rasi-presidcnl Harvey Currie is special projects 
chairman and Gray Campbell joined the tcnnrto help 
with publicity and public relations.
ELliication cluiirman I’ani Poole, RN, has Dolores 
rcrrell and Joe Wingei icr as nssisiants.
'Hie 1980 April drive is aiming al a target of $14,000 
imd sliould be easily acliicved wiili a population of 
17,679, which includes 4,994 households and 742 
biisiiics.s firms.
Tills year's team expects to go over the top wiili«few 




L, Riddell 717 undcrcuifrcnl
offWasliinglon, ' ^
' Steps 10 prohibit the u;.e
of leg hold traps within'the 
nuinicipality have been 
taken by North .Saanlcli 
CuMlwil.
Goiincil madcThe inove 
at a recent mcctiiig in wliich 








Tlie municipal act gives 
council the power to 
proliibit cruelly to animals 
luul to impose sealcnces for 
sufcli olieaccs.
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FROM... AMC n
05
1980 Concord OL 2-door 1980 Eagle Sport Wagon 1980 AMX 2-
Tk EACH NEW g> DEMO AMC COVERED BY THE AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN
door
^ BANK FINANCING OAC.
1980 Spirit DL Liftback
1980 SPIRIT LIFTBACK, 4 cyl., 4 Spd., Finished in Saxon Yellow. (Stock: 
80-57) $5450.
1980 CONCORD “DL" 2 dr. Dk. Met. Green. 258-6 Cyl., Automatic, P. 
Steering, P. Disc Brakes, Light Group, Rear Defogger, Radio, and “DL" 
Luxury! Stock80-38. $7804.
1980 CONCORD "DL" 4 dr. Wagon. Med. Blue Met. Another loaded 
Compact Wagon. AMC leads the way intothe80's. Stock 80-52. $8673.
1980 SPIRIT LIFTBACK, 4 Cyl., Automatic, Rear Defogger, Med. Blue 
Metallic. (Stock80-59) $5995.
1980 CONCORD “DL" 4 dr.. Quicksilver Met. 258-6 Cyl., Automatic 
Trans., Power Steering, P. Disc Brakes, Rear Defogger. Stock 80-41.
$7813.
The Eagle has Landed on All 4’s!
1980 EAGLE 4 DR. WAGON, Automatic 4 wheel drive for summer & 
winter get there fun! Dark Brown Metallic, deluxe & well equipped. Stock 
80-33. Demonstrator. $9995.
1980 SPIRIT "DL" LIFTBACK, 4 Cyl., 4 Speed, Rear Defogger, Stripes, 
and all the "DL” Equipment. Demonstrator, Stock No. 80-09. $5695.
1980 CONCORD “DL" 4 dr., Med. Blue. 258-6 Cyl., Automatic Trans., P. 
Steering, P. Disc Brakes, Radio, Tinted Glass, Visibility Group, Light 
Group, Rear Defogger. Stock80-17.Again, “DL” Luxury! $8113.
1980 EAGLE 4 DR. WAGON, White. Another beautiful 4 wheel drive 
Eagle. Stock 80-55. Factory Fresh and ready! $10,246.
1980 AMX! Cameo Tan, Loaded with equipment, and powered by the 6 
Cyl. Engine with a 4 Spd. Trans. Stock 80-45. $7995.
1980 CONCORD "DL” 4 dr.. Russet Met. 258-6 Cyl., Automatic Trans.,
P. Steering, P. Disc Brakes, Rear Defogger. America’s Finest Compact! 
Stock 80-30 $7813.
Vancouver Island is 4 Wheel drive Country! 1980 EAGLE4 DR. WAGON, 
this one finished in Cardinal Red. Automatic 4x4, and all the deluxe 
equipment. $10,419.
1980 CONCORD “DL" 2 dr., Saxon Yellow 258 6 Cyl., Automatic Trans,
P. Steering, P. Disc Brakes, Light Group, Rear Defogger, Radio; and all 
of the “DL" Appointments. Stock 80-29. $7859.
1980 CONCORD "DL” 4 dr. Wagon. Quicksilver Met. 258-6 Cyl., 
Automatic Trans., P. Steering, P. Disc Brakes, Radio, Visibility Group, 
Light Group, Rear Defogger, Roof Rack, Handling Package, Deluxe 
Economy in a Family Compact Wagon. Stock 80-13. $8554.
Eagle! Eagle! Eagle!
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TALK OF THE TOWN!
1980 JEEP CJ7 LAREDO! Gleams in Jet Black. You must see it. In the 
Showroom for your viewing. ^ $12713.
1980 JEEP CJ7 LAREDO. This Demonstrator finished in Bordeaux 
metallic. Automatic 4x4. Another reason JEEP is No. 1! $12889.
1980 JEEP WAGONEERl The Wagon made famous by JEEP! Cameo Tan. 
Better hurry for this Special Buy! $12995 .
1980 JEEP CJ5. Cardinal red. 4 Cyl., 4 spd. P.D. Brakes. 78x15 Mud & ^ 
Snow. Economy that will go anywhere! ^$8207
1980 RENAULT LE CAR! TL., finished in Green. Complete with AM/FM 
Radio. If you want mileage, you need LE CAR! ; $5995.
1980 JEEP CJ5. Navy Blue. This CJ5 is loaded with equipment and 
powered by the 258-6 Cyl. Engine. Wrangler Tires add class! $10302.
1980 RENAULT LE CAR "TL" finished in Red. Before you buy another 
import, come and compare LE CAR! $5820.
1980 JEEP CHEROKEE "CHIEF". This wide wagon is powered by the 
360-V8 with Automatic Trans, and part time 4 wheel drive. Lots of 
Equipment finished in CameoTan. $14498.
1980 RENAULT "GTL" LE CAR! Dark Blue. Complete with Sun Roof. 
Performance, Fun & Economy all in one package. $6599.
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FROM OUR USED CAR DEPARTMENT..
1973 CHEV % ton PICKUP V8, 4 spd., rear 
bumper, P. steering, P. Brakes, 2 tanks, mirrors.
$3695.
1968 JAVELIN HARDTOP. Getting hard to find!
$1895
1973 MAVERICK 2 DR. GRABBER. V8, Automatic,
P. Steering, P. Brakes, Radio. Nice Condition.
$27 95
1979 CHEV IMPALA CPE. Your Chance to move up 
at the right price. V8, Automatic, P. Steering, P. 
Brakes, Radio, & More. $6495
1974 FORD KARY VAN. Ideal For Appliance or 
Small Furniture delivery. $3995
1972 MERCURY MARQUIS BROUGHAM. Loaded 
LuxurySedan. Exceptionally Well Kept. $2695
1975 CHEV NOVA 4 DR. (Blue) 6 Cyl., Automatic, P. 
Steering, Radios Sunroof. $3995
1979 CHEV IMPALA 4 DR. WAGON. Another good 
buy on a just like new Chevy. $6695
1979 SUZUKI LJ80, Nearly New! Save Approx, 
$1000. $6295
1973 FIAT "124" SPORT COUPE. Popular Sports 
Model. Performance and economy with this one.
$2995
1975 CHEVROLET CAPRICE 4 DR. Excellent for the 
family or man on the road. Well Equipped and clean.
$3995
1979 PINTO DELIVERY VAN. Brand New ! 4 Cyl., 4 
Spd. $5295
1977 JEEP CHEROKEE "CHIEF" One Owner & Well 
Equipped. $74^5
1973 PLYMOUTH SUBURBAN WGN. Exceptional in 
Condition and equipment, Includes “Air" for 
Summer travel. $3495
1976 DATSUN 710 4 dr. One Owner With 
Automatic Trans., and radio. One of the cleanest in 
the City, $4495
1979 MERCURY ZEPHYR Z7 CPE (red) Only 
12,500 Km. 6 Cyl,, Auto., P. Steering, Radio, Rear 
Defogger. Save Hundreds of Dollars! $6495
.EACHUSEDCAnGUARANTEEO & SEEEIY lESIEOr
Thanks to all the People from the Peninsula & Sidney area for great support to our fine AMC products 
8i Used Vehicle Sales over the past 15 Years.
WITH EACH RETAIL SALE MARCH 10 to 31, BE OUR GUEST FOR DINNER at the
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE or SIDNEY HOTEL
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★ DON MONTY ★BOB ALLISON ★ RON TRAFFORD ★ JIM COFFEY ★ERNEST TANDY
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